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D.on't make any flukes, either!" shouted Young Wide Awake . . " A blazing city's
Right gallantly the Belmont boys rolled down good old Washington 1,
~ ·It'& ·a...11cram.ble .for a fireman's record!" cheered Young Wide Awa.ke. "Come on!''
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Young Wide Awake's Big_gest Blaze
OR,

SAVINO A BURNING .CITY
CHAPTER I.
THE SORE-HEAD HAS A TALE OF WOE.

..

Belmont had every reason to be proud of the latest, newest half of its volunteer fire department.
This consisted of a juvenile fire company, running with
hand engine and hose-cart, composed of bqys from fifteen
to eighteen.
Just one boy-Ted Lester-one of the liveliest of them
all, was only fourteen.
He had been let info the company on account of his
especial fitness for fire duty.
In especial Ted' was .a tireless climber up into high places.
Aloft, he knew not the meaning of dizziness.
At the head of Washington No. 1, as the company was
known, was Dick Halstead, one of the most daring young
firemen who ever lived.
Owing to bis always being alert, often scenting duty even
before the call came, he wa& known as Young Wide Awake.
Cool, quiet and thoughtful , Hal Norton, Young Wide
A.wake's friend, served aR lieutenant.
Joe Darrell, hot-headed, and sprinter and bo.x er of loca.l
repute, was foreman of the engine crew.
Terry Rourke, he of the "sun-kissed" hair that was almost red, a talkative, lively, gallant youngster, and a
fighter, if pushed a bit, was foreman of the hose-cart crew.
He was Young Wide Awake's closest chum.
In all, the company, Washington No. 1, was made up of

twenty-eight boys-or, as Terry sometimes put it, with a
roguish twinkle in his eyes, "twenty-siven boys and wan
pig."
For Sam Bangs, a big, heavy fellow, more often known,
on account of his awkwardness, as "Slam Bang," was given
to eating most of the time that he wasn't asleep, in school
or fighting fire.
In the first week of its organization the junior fire company, under Young Wide Awake's leadership, had signally
distinguished itself at flame-subduing and life-saving.
One boy there was who had joined the company, and then
had resigned on the eveni ng of the election of officers.
This member of a day was Fred Parsons.
Because his father .was president of the First National
Bank, and also had a monopoly of the local fire _insurance
business, and had helped i~ the forming of the junior company, Fred had confidently expected to be elected captain
of the Washingtons.
Defeated, and enraged, Parsons had then tried for the
post of lieutenant.
In short, Fred ParRons was not favorrd for a single one
of the four offic;es within the gift of the company.
Defeated, ashamed and angry, Fred had promptly and
stormily resigned.
·
l);'ler since that moment Parsons had seized every chance
to sneer at and belittle the Waf'hingtons as "a crew of
hoodlums."
In especial was his wrath r1irecterl nt Yrrn n ~ Wide Awake .
There was another reason besides the elecLion in th~
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company thnt hall htrnLd Parsons against our hero, ancl
that was the fact that Dick, through l'(lacuing Kitty Lester
at the grave risk of hia own life from a blazing blulding,
had thereby made her acquaintance.
Kitty was the coquettish, bl\t sweet, stat1nch and loyal
daughter of old John Lester, on e of Belmont's richest men,
who lived on the outskirts of the town on a fine old estate.
Fred had always regarded himself as Kitty's beau.
In fact, Kitty herself had not been indisposed toward
Parsons, who was a good-looking young fellow, and wlrn
knew how to make himself decidedly disagreeable when
occasion demanded.
But Young \Viele Awake, of course, made Kitty's acquaintance and secured her interest after his splendid, gallant conduct in rescuing her.
·
Fred Parsons had not been thrown over by Miss Kitty,
but some of his sneers at Young Wide Awake, whose wid, owed mother conducted a typewriting office in the town, had
incurred her displeasure.
Thereupon Miss Kitty had given Fred to understand
that Young Wide Awake was to be reckoned as one of her
friends, and that he must not be belittled in her presence.
So the feeling of Parsons against our hero had grown
apace.
As for our hero, he had thrashed Parsons on ce for an
insult, and .after that had been prepared to let the matter
drop.
The day on which this story opens was a Saturday.
Six of the boys in the company were employed in local
factories and four more as clerks in stores.
The other eighteen, attending the grammar or the High
School, had a holiday now.
Some dozen or so of them were down at \Yashington's
fire house, on quiet little Holmes Street, off l\fain Street. ·
"There! I guess you can let up on cleaning the good oJd
engine now," declared Young Wide Awake ; ancl the dozen
firemen who had been at work with cleaning-rags and
chamois-skin ceased from their labors.
It was early yet--not half-past eight, in fact; but Belmont people started the clay early.
"She looks so dod-ga ~tc d ni ce," growled Sam Bangs, as
he looked the hand engine over, "that it would be a pity
to take the olrl tub out to a fire and get her all mu ssed up."
")Jost toime to cat, nin't it, Slam ?" quiz;;;etl Terry
Rourke, who sat with one leg thrown over a shining hub of
the hose-cnrt.
"I dicln't haYe much breakfast this morn in:z,'' sighed
Slam Bang,, regretfully.
"Not more'n a hogshead full av grub, eh ?" tormented
Terry.
"I guess I didn·t," blurted Sam, indignantly. "Let me
see: Two apples, two plates of mush, some steak, four eggs,
a few little pi eces of bacon, three or four baked potatoes,
only six hot biscuits: fiye cups of coffee--"
HWas ye layin' in enough fdr the week?" inquired Terry,
i:m10cently.

"For a week?" repeated Slam, with such a p uzzl ed look
that the other fellows began to roar.
"Diel anny av ye iver see Slam eat a meal?" cl emancl c l
the merciless Terry. "Did ye ivcr see a hog gel both aY hi,;
feet in th' trough and just swaller, swaller, swaller? That's
Slam !"
Sam Bangs colored up, but did not get really angry.
In the first place, it required a good deal of effort to get
angry, and in the next place, this always hungry boy wa~
nsctl to being guyed about his appetite.
"I'm not hoping for a fire," observed Young Wide
Awake; "but if one should happen on us we're ready."
"Where's J oe ?" asked Hal.
No one knew. J oe, though foreman of the engine crew,
had not yet put in an appearance.
As it happened, the hottest-hea.d ed member of the fire
company was at that moment standing in front of the
post-office, at 1he curb, both hands thrust into pockets.
He was gazing, with a look of amusement, after the re- ·
treating figure of a slim, tall, fashionably dressed young
man.
This young man's face was almost pretty enough for 11.
girl, but his face was not strong enough for a man's.
He was Clarence Putney, son of one of the wealthy old
families of Lincoln, a hustling little city some twenty miles
to the eastward by rail.
Clarence was a fri end of Fred Parsons. The boys had
once been together at a boarding-school.
Clarence was now over in Belmont on a short visit to
'
P arsons.
In the moment after he walked indignantly away from
Joe, Clarence reached Freel Parsons, who was stepping
around the nearest corner.
"\rell, of all the rude fellows, this town has the pick
and choice !" declared Clarence, in his high, shrill voice.
"'What's the matter ?" smilecl Fred, as the pair halted.
;' Who's that young fellow standing clown there at the
curb ?" demanded Putney.
"He? Oh, th at's J oe Darrell ," grunted P arsons.
·" 'Yho and what is he?"
" Oh. he g~s to High School, and serves in that fire compan y of hoodlums that I toJr1 you abou t. "
"Hoodlums !" ejaculated Clarence, disgustedly. "I should
say so !"
"Why, wh at's wrong, Clarence ?"
"Why, I was standing in front of the post-oflice when I
heard somebody saying something abou t Young Wide
A\rake nnd the \.\T ashington s," complained Putney, his voice
almost trembling. "That rnde young fellow was standing
there, t oo. I asked if the \Vashingtons were the hoodlum
company in the fire department."
"That must have made him hot," grinned Fred. "What
did he say?"
"Wln-, the saucy little rascal said that the Washingtons
had had a hoocllmn in the company, but that the only hoodlum resigned on the night the company first got started."
'
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"But, mind you, I'm not going to do the talking. This is
"I'd like to punch his head," gritted Fred, rer~dcning.
I your nffoir, Putney."
"Do you suppose he meant you?"
"He must ha.ve. I was the only one who resigned. But J Not ever having had an affair of this kind on his hands,
Putney did not know quite how to act.
what happened next, Clarence?"
He drew himself up very erect and tried to look most dig"\Vhy, I didn't know that that impudent young rascal
belonged to the fire department, so I said that, from all I nified as he approached Joe, who was wholly nnprepared for
could hear, the boys in Washington One would be better such trouble as was bearing down his way.
"See here, fellow!" began Clarence, haughtily, as he
off in the reform school than i)l a fire department."
Darrell
Joe
did
up, Fred just behind him.
"What
came
"Good! good!" glowed Parsons.
say to that?"
"Darrell is my name," said Joe, quietly.
Fellow--"
"Say!" gasped Clarence. What did he say! Well, it
"Darrell-Mr. ·Darrell!"
wasn't so much what he said as it was the queer way Darrell
looked me over when he answered me."
"Fellow--"
But Joe turned impatiently away, looking, instead, at
"What was the answer'?" insisted Fred Parsons.
"Why-why,'' stammered Clarence, growing redder and Parsons.
"Hasn't it any manners?" inquired .Joe, jerking· a. thumb
his voice becoming huskier, ''that J oc Darrell looked me all
over, and then he said: 'My, my, my! You don't look in- over his shoulder at the astounded Mr. Putney.
"Fellow!" began Putney again, his haughtiness badly
telligent enough to have an opinion!' Did yo.u ever hear
anything so rude as that for a young hoodlum to say to tlamaged by this time.
"Well, what do you want-fellow?" Joe asked crisply.
me?" demanded Clarence, his cheeks redcl ening more than
"You are unbearably rude!" cried Clarence.
ever.
"That's just like one of those ·fresh fellows of Young
"Hun away and play, then, where you won't hear me,"
1
uttere
smiled Joe.
Wide A wake's gang that he calls a fire company,"
Parsons. "But, say, Clarence, what did you <lo when Dar"Fellow, I - - "
"Does your mother allow you to play with· rude boys?''
rell hinted that you weren't intelligent enough to have an
opinion ?" ,
mimicked Joe.
Even Clarence Putney could understand that he was be"I walked away from the rude fellow," sputtered Clarence.
ing guyed, and that he was getting the worst of it.
Just like a fl.ash Clarence reached out, aiming a blow with
"Didn't you do something else first?"
"Do-something else?" asked Clarence, looking puzzled. the back of his hand at Joe's mouth.
But Joe brushed the hand aside, commanding:
"Didn't you hit the yo.ung rowdy for his impudence?"
"Hit him?"
"Quit your fooling."
"Of course!"
"Wh-what do you mean, fellow?" quivered Clarence. ·
"I mean that I'll dump you in that ash-can over there if
"Do you think I ought to have done that?" asked Clarence, slowly.
you keep on trying to annoy me," retorted Joe, mimicking
He was some inches taller than Joe Darrell.
the dude's manner.
relip,"
.any
me
gave
fellow
a
if
do,
Then it was that Mr. Clarence Putney flung all caution
"It's what I should
torted Parsons.
to the winds.
Becoming thoroughly enraged, he sailed in.
"Wouldn't I demean myself by having anything t~ do
·with such a rude fellow?" asked -Clarence, anxiously.
"My boy, it's a sure thing that you'll get guyed from
CHAPTER II.
one end of Belmont to the other if this story gets out and
you haven't thrashed the fellow that gave you such a face"THE ALARM FRO";\{ BOX-ON-THE-EAR."
fu ll."
As they both turned at this instant to look at Joe that
In utter recklessness Clarence closed his fist and struck
youth saw them and laughed.
"Why, I believe the little beast is laughing at us!" ut- out straight for Joe's face.
But Darrell, practiced boxer that he was, took one short
tered Clarenc-e, uneasily.
"Let's go down there and as,k him. You ask him, Clar- step aside-, put up his open hand and brushed the dude's
ence, and if he gets gay with you soak him one. Do you fist aside.
"What do you mean by acting like that, you rude felunderstand that sort of thing?"
low?" demanded Clarence, drawing back and growing red
"I think I do," replied Clarence, uneasily.
He didn't want to go, but he was still more afraid of again. "Are you afraid to fight?"
"Oh!" said Joe, wonderingly. "Were you trying to
being held in contempt by Fred Parsom . .
"I'll go right down-if you'll come with me," proposed fight? Was that it?"
Parsons, hating all the Young Wide Awake crew, manPutney.
"Steer a.head, then. I'm with you," urged Parsons. aged to keep a straight face.
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Not so with a few men and boys who had halted near to
see what was going on and what was going to happen.
"I never saw such an insolent fellow as you are," cried
Clarence, angrily. "You're a regular puppy-puppy!"
"Bow, wow, wow!" said Joe, obligingly. "Fred, why
don't you take this kid home, before it gets into a temper?"
At that Clarence n1shed in again to the attack.
But this time he so far forgot the rules of fair play as
to try to kick Darrell on the shins.
That was a little too much for one with Joe's limited
stock of patience.
Dodging the kick as nimbly as could, be, he let his own
right hand, open, fly out.
His open palm went whack! against one of Clarence's
shell-like ears.
It was 'tl. stinger, a staggerer, though it broke no bones.
But Clarence, caught on one foot at the time the slap
landed, toppled and fell rather heavily to the sidewalk, the
tears coming to his eyes.
Hardly knowing what he was saying in his rage, shame
and astonishment, Clarence sobbed out: .
"Fire!"
"Yes," grimaced Joe, quietly, "I just heard the alarm
from box-on-the-ear!"
"Oh, I'll make you pay for this," protested Clarence,
as Fred Parsons, with a face that was red and white by
turns, stepped forward and dragged the dude up to his
feet.
Without looking either at Joe or at the growing, grinning crowd, Putney turned and walked up the street.
''Parsons/' said Joe, generously, and holding out his
hand, "I forgive you."
"Forgive me?'' asked Fred, as l)e took the proffered hand
in surprise. "For what?"
"You didn't know what a bum show you were putting up
-I'm sure you didn't," Joe assured liim, pl~asantly. "But
get that thing home in a hurry, before something hasty
.runs over. it."
Joe thrust his hands down in his pockets again as Fred
Parsons moved swiftly after his retreating, shame-faced
chum.
Out of the crowd ca.me Young Wide Awake, looking at
the captain of his engine crew very curiously.
"Fighting again, Joe, olci fellow?" asked our hero, halfreproachfully.
"Oh, it woul.d be a shame to call that fighting," grinned
Joe. "It really would. But what are the fellows going to
do down at the fire house this morning?"
"Do?" echoed Young Wide Awake. "They've done it."
"Cleaned the machines?"
•
.
I
"Until they shine like gold and silver!"
"Thunder!" muttered Jo · disgustedly. "I didn't want
to shirk, but I didn't think the fellows would be around so
soon. Well, theri, I'm going down to the fire house to see
if there ain't some job I can find to do that'll make up for
my not being there earlier."

Young Wide Awake, who was on his way to his mother's
office, nodded and kept on his way.
In the meantime, Fred Parsons, feeling utterly humiliated by the poor showing made by his friend, and finding
tl1at Clarence was still sobbing, drew that unhappy dude
into a cigar store, and from there-into a back room.
"Get through bawling, and then wash your £a.ce," he
commanded, disgustedly. "I didn't believe you were quite
such a baby,-Clarence."
"Baby!" cried the dude, indignantly. "Wouldn't you
get mad if you'd been treated like that-and right on the
street, before everybody?"
Fred snorted and ~hrugged his shoulders.
Suddenly, as he sat cowering in the arm-chair into which .
Parsons had thrust him, Clarence pricked up his ears.
A heavy-set young fellow, with one of the toughest faces
ever seen outside of State prison, was talking to the proprietor of the cigar store in the outer room.
He was describing a run-in he had had with some one. t
"And say," went on this tough young man, "you know
me, don't you? Dat's right! Dere ain't any guy can git
gay wid me feelings, is dere? What? So, when de mug
jollied me about de petticoats dat was me company, I
just--"
/
Here followed the details of what was claimed to be a
very lively fist-fight, with the winnings all on the side of
the fellow who was now telling the story in the outer room
of the store.
Clarence sat up and began to take notice.
Then he went to the door, taking a sly peep at the talker.
That talker was Bill Stikes, a big, hulking fellow, yet
quick as a cat and tough as a hickory nut.
He was a great, good-natured fellow, who. when he
fought, fought more for the sheer jo-r of fighting than for
any other reason.
Not a bit of a bully was Bill.
Everybody in Belmont knew that.
When Bill fought, he wanted a fair matrh to fight with,
ancl he wanted the o.ther man to get as much fun 011t of
fighting as he did.
·
As Clarence drew back and listened, a new, queer look
came into his eyes.
"He must be a terrific fighter," whispered Clarence to
Fred.
"Who-Bill Stikes?'' rejoined Pal'Sons. "Yes. he's a
quick and hard hitter. About as good as there is in this
part of the State, I guess."
"I'd like to talk with him," whispered Clarence, eagerly.
"Do you think he'd mind?"
"Oh, Bill!'' hailed Parsons. "Trot in here. Friend of
mine wants to meet you."
Bill came in, his big, red face agape with curiosity, for,
usually, Fred Parsons was not so friendly with him.
Fred introduced Clarence, whose hand Bill gripped as if
he were trying to cripple it.
"My, but you look like a powerful fighter!" cried Clarence, delightedly.

\
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"Oh, I size up some in de infant class-see?" grinned
Bill. "What's de game, gents?-"
"There's a fellow I want you to try your fighting powers
on," proposed Clarence.
"Reg'lar pug, or some unknown geezer what t'inks he
can put up his hands good?" queried Bill, with a professional air.
"Do you know a fellow named Joe Darrell?" asked Clarence.
"Who? Him? Little Joe? A handy lad he is, and
:full o:f grit as an orange is :full of juice-see? But Joe
an' ine's about ten years apart in age-see? Joe's a good
one, but he ain't got de size or de musk-lar show-down to
get at me yet. It'd be a shame to get in de ring and take
de p~ple's money on a scrap like dat-see ?"
"Oh, I don't want a prize-fight," Clarence made haste
to assure him.
·
. "Say, I t'ought maybe ye was makin' a break into a ring
wid money to burn on yer judgment," Bill assured the dude.
"I jest wanted to put ye wise, so you wouldn't lose your
whole roll backing a bantam-weight against a middleweight-see? I ain't no robber, and I don't want no fake
gate money-see? Now, if ye lrnow some one what's in my
class--"
"I'm not trying to arrange any sort o:f a prize-fight,"
cried Clarence, almost angrily. "What I want you to do
is to find Joe Darrell, &rab him and give him an awful
pounding. Do you understand that? And I'll pay you
well for your trouble, Mr. Stikes. Now, what clo you say?"
"Say, it 'pears to me like ye're tryin' t' stack me up
against ~e kid to do him up," remarked Mr. Stikes, in a
doubtful voice.
"That's it-that's just it," cried Clarence, eagerly; aml
reaching after hi.s pocketbook he took out a twenty-dollar
bill and laid it across the palm o:f Bill Stikes.
,
Bill looked at the money much as if he wondered whether
it was real money.
Even five dollars was a large sum :for Bill to have.
When Putney laicl a second twenty across the first one
Bill gasped.
"Say, keep 'em a-coming," he begged. "I need de money
:for de orphan asylum."
Clarence laid a third twenty in Bill's pa,Jm.
"That ain't all, is it, boss?" queried Mr. Stikes, regretfully.
"How much 'do you want :for giving Joe Darrell such a
beating that he won't be able to stand up :for a week?"
. . asked Clarence.
"How much ye willin' t' give?" asked Bill, whose head
was being turned by the sight of such easy wealth.
Clarence produced another twenty-dollar bill.
"That all?'" urged Stikes.
"Lend me some, will you?" appealed Putney, turning
over to his friend.
Though Fred Parsons was beginning to £eel a huge disgust of the whole affair, he passed over his pocketbook, and,
turning, then walked out into the outer store.

"Will twenty more be enough?" asked Clarence. "That
will make an even hundred."
"Sure!" grinned Bill. "I won't never have to work no
more-see? Me pile's made I"
"And if you should get arrested," hinted Clarence.
".Pinched, ye mean?"
"If you should have any trouble with the police or the
courts, I'll see you through the scrape,'' Clarence promise:l.
"When d'ye want de job done?" demanded·Bill, straightening up as he thrust the money down into a ·trousi:.·s
pocket-the whole hundred that he was to receive l-o
thumping Joe.
"The sooner the better."
"Widin ten minutes, den,'' promised Bill, "if I kin f\n d
dat Joe. Wanter come along an' see de mix-up?"
"N-n-no,'' hesitated young Putney. "But I'll wait here,
if you'll come right back and tell me all about it."
"As soon as de spankin' match is over," promised Bill,
lurching toward the door.
"Spanking!" squeaked Clarence, excitedly. "I'm not
paying for a spanking. I want this to be a-a-a slugging!"
"Dat's what de kid'll get," promised Bill, as he rolled
out of the sto.re.
":N° ow, what do you think of that?" whispered Clarence
Putney, his small, mean soul exulting in the thought of
the punishment that lay before Joe Darrell.
"Not a heap,'' retorted Fred Parsons, crisply. "I've got
a better liking for fellows that can do their own :fighting."
''I'm too much of a gentleman for that,'' retorted Clarence, with dlgnity.
Fred snorted, but made no :further reply.
Before Bill Stikes had gone a block down Main Street
he began to :feel ashamed of. his bargain.
Tough as he was, tempted as he was by the thought of
so much money, Blll, at bottom, was about ninety pounds
man to the hundrea pounds of flesh.
Twice he stopped as if bent on turning around and going
back to give up the shameful money.
.
'.'Good morning, Bill,'' came a pleasant greeting, as
Young Wide Awake came out on the sidewalk from his
mother's office.
Then Bill went all to the trembles wl.th self-disgust.
"Say, Young Wider Wake,'' he muttered, ·samefacedly,
"what kinder ga.me d' youse t'ink I let a Lizzie-boy stake
.me for?"
"Eh?" asked our hero.
Then Bill blurted out with the whole story, winding up
with:
"Say, Young Wider Wake, what do youse t'ink of da.t?
An' what d' youse t'inker me :fer takin' de coin on a brace
game like dat? What? Say?"
"I'm thinking," replied Young Wide Awake, slowly;
and he was doing some hard thinking, during which time
he looked at the roll of greenbacks that Bill regretfully di.splayed.
.
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"Well, what's de t'ought clat's passing in yer mind?"
insisted Bill.
''It seems to me," replied Young Wide Awake, with a
.suc1c1en smile, "that it's a shame to let so much money go
to waste, especially when the young fellow was so anxious
to get rid of it. I'll tell you what, Bill. Walk down to the
engine house with me and we'll talk it over with the crowd."

*

*

*

*

*

"'*

*

Something like half an hour later Bill Stikes returned
to the cigar store.
Something must have happened in the meantime, for
Bill had a left eye that looked as if it had been blacked with
something hard.
There was blood-or what looked like it-dried on his
nose, and more down his shirt-front.
He limped slightly, and his left fist was done up in a
banLlnge.
"For heaven's sake, where have you been?" cried Fred
Parsons, rising quickly. "Railroad wreck?"
""\Yho? Me?" asked Bill. "Nary! Nit! I've been
t'rough dat mill dat youse staked me against. Say, he's a
hot one, clat kid, Joe Darrell is I He's got hands like hot
pipes! What?"
"You don't mean to say you've been fighting with Joe
Darrell?" gasped Clarence, staring in amazement at the
ha ttered figure before him.
"Didn't youse stake me t' do dat very t'ing ?" demanded
Bill Stikes.
"YOU don't mean to say he licked you?" cried Clarence.
"Well, if he didn't," sighed Bill, "de kid sure acted
mighty like he was goin' ter !"
"You-you-you--" gasped Putney.
"Yep, dat's right-what?" agreed Bill, solemnly. "I
feel jest like dat-see ?"
"And this is what I paid you all that money for?" sl~iv
ered Clarence.
"Oh, de coin?" asked Bill. "Is dat it? Well, ye see,
boss, Young Wider Wake, he acted as referee. Say, he was
good t' me, Young Wider Wake was. He was gen'rousall to de gen'rous. He called the battle a draw, and dat
gave me half de coin-see?"
"Half the money !" gasped Clarence. "Half of what
money?"
"Why, dat hundred youse put up for de purse," Bill explained.
"Half of that hundred?" demanded Clarence, his heacl
whirling from all this bewilderment. "What on earth became of that other fifty dollars?"
'~Oh, dat?" replied Bill. "Why, seein' as it was a draw,
de other fifty went to Darrell. Joe, he was fightin' in de
name of de engine company, so de money goes int' de 'treasury of de engine company. Dey're goin' t' use de coin t'
buy a glad new banner for de comp'ny. Dat's right," Bill
assured his hearers.
"This is all an infernal outrage!" cried Clarence, the
tears all but coming to his eyes. "It's a swindle-a robbery!"

"We was wise t' de idea clat ye might t'ink dat," explained Bill, with becoming patience. "So I'll tell ye what
we done. We put de whole hundred up with Young Wider
Wake. If ye go right down an' ask for de coin at once, it's
yours again-see? What? But if ye let de clay go by widout a.skin' for it, den t-night I gets me half of de coin an'
them fire boys buys a banner for de comp'ny wid deir half.
Un'stand ?"
Then, as if feeling that he had done his whole duty, Bill
turned and walked out, leaving two dumbfounded, flabbergasted young men behind• .
Fred Parsons was the first to recover the use of his voice.
"Now, you idiot!''. he stormed. "You see what yau've
done."
"I've been played for a fool!" gasped Putney.
"Worse than that-you've, dragged me in and made me
the goat. You don't live here, and you can get away from
this infernal mess. But I'll never hear the last of it. Life
won't be worth living here in Belmont, for every one will
know that I was mixed up in this with you. Oh, you
idiot!"
'
"What shall I d'o ?" wailed Clarence Putney, feebly.
"Get out as soon as you can-before you're caught and
ridden around the town on a rail."
"They wouldn't do that, would they?" gasped Putney.
"There's no telling what some folks might do. Young
Wide Awake has a good many friends here, and you've actually paid a fellow you supposed to be a th{ig to go and
slug one of Young Wide Awake's fire boys. · Putney, the
safest, wisest and best thing· you can do is to get out of
town before a crowd of fellows come looking ~or you."
The dude took fright quickly enough.
Parsons, remembering that Clarence had been his guest,
had the grace to walk with him as far as the depot.
Young Wide Awake, turning the corner of Holmes Street
in company with Hal Norton, came upon the pair, almost
face to face.
Both young firemen had all they could do ta keep from
laughing outright.
"Keep a stiff face, Hal," urged Young Wide Awake, in
an undertone. "I've simply got to speak to Putney a.bout
his money."
Clarence drew back in some alarm when he saw the two
young firemen coming toward him. But Parsons stiffened,
scQwling at our hero.
"Good morning; your name is Putney, I believe," began
Young Wide Awake, briskly.
"Keep your beliefs to yourself," snapped Clarence, trying to look brave, though he was quaking inwardly.
But Young Wide Awake, keeping his patience, went on:
"There has been some misunderstanding, I fear. Bill
Stikes told us a story about how you put up some money
for him to fight with Joe Darrel, of our company. At
least, that was my information."
"Keep your information to yourself!" quavered Clarence.
"But it seems to me," went on YQung Wide Awake, pro-
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ducing a roll of money, "that there must be some mistake. I "Yes, I believe so. But, really, Miss Lester, I don't beN ow, if you'll assure me that i.here was a mistake, and that l lieve that it would be Parsons's way to be really mixed up
this money really belongs to you--"
in such a scheme. I don't blame Parsons a bit for it." ·
"Keep your suggestions to yourself!" shrieked Clarence,
Though Young Wide Awake did not know it, his quiok,
backing oil'.
generous way of absolving Parsons from blame in the mat" But what shall I do about this money?" Captain Dick ter greatly raised him in the opinion of this beautiful girl.
Halstead asked.
"How is Mr. Rourke?" asked Faith Vane of Hal.
"Keep it!" shrieked Clarence, starting almost at a run
For Terry Rourke, having helped Young Wide Awake
toward the railway station. "Keep your opinions, keep the to fight in defense of these two young ladies, already 'occumoney-keep your distance!"
pied a high place in Miss Vane's .esteem.
And the dude was swiftly gone.
"You are having a light time of it in the fire department,
"Well, of all the queer games!" uttered our hero, glanc- after that last great fire?" Kitty was saying to Dick.
ing at his chum. "What do you make out of it all, Hal,
"Yes; but we never know when--"
old fellow?"
Clang!
"All I can discover," replied Hal, slowly, thoughtfully,
It was the first note of a call sounding over the local
"is that we'll have to keep the money for lack of a claimant. electric fire signal service.
It won't come in badly, either. But it's the queerest outClang! clang!
come of a joke I ever heaJ.·d of. Twenty cents' worth of
"That's our call!" shcmted Dick, da~ting away.
grease paint and red ink; rigging up Bill Stikes for a joke
-and now Bill wins fifty and the fire company has a fifty
for the fancy new banner it wanted. Whew!"
The news of the joke--or outrage, according to who was
CHAPTER III.
talking about it-spread as swiftly as such news is sure .to..
Just before noon, Dick and Hal, strolling homeward, saw
THE CALL FOR HELP.
two pretty girls nodding at them from a passing carriage,
which now turned in toward the curb.
"It's the engine-house call!" shouted Hal, as the two
"Miss Lester and Miss Vane," murmured Young Wide chums bolted, lifting their caps to the two girls as they
Awake, in pleased surprise.
ran.
Some time before the Vane mansion, in Ellis Street, had
From out of stores and around corners came other young
suffered from a fire, in which Kitty, visiting the Vanes, fire boys of Belmont, all on a swift run for tl1e engine house, '
would have lost her life but for the gallant conduct of our down in Holmes Street.
'
hero.
.
Half a dozen of the fellows, Joe among them, had been
Now, while their home was being rebuilt, the Vanes were at the engine house when the call came in.
stopping at the handsome home of the Lesters'.
Now, struggling into shirts or boots, they darted out to
Miss Kitty, to whom Fred Parsons had been showing the sidewalk to meet their young ~aptain as he came dashmarked attentions for more than. a year, had since enter- ing to the spot.
tained a very high idea of our hero.
Outside, in his buggy, sat black-whiskered Chief Pelton,
"Good morning, Captain Halstead," was Miss Kitty's of the Belmont Fire Department.
quick, friendly greeting. "And good morning, Mr. Norton."
In one hand he held up a yellowish sheet of paper.
Both young· men quickly returned the greetings of the
"Captain Halstead," he said crisply, as Young Wide
girls.
Awake reached him, "I have received a telegram from the
"What's this amazing story that my.madcap cousin, Ted, mayor of Lincoln saying that the city is threatened with
has been trying to tell me?" demanded Miss Lester.
being wiped out by fire. The mayor is appealing for help
"About what?" asked Dick.
from all towns around. I have wired that I am sending
"Oh, about some spectacular fight, I believe."
one fire company. Captain, I have chosen your company
"That? Oh!"
to go. The railway people, in ten minutes, will have ready
Young Wide Awake exploded into a roar of !aught.er.
a special train consisting of an engine, a caboose and two
Then, as quickly as he could, he told of the joke played flat cars. You will get your apparatus and company aboard
at the engine house; how Joe and Bill had pre,tended to within that time."
fight, to the amusement of the onlooking fire boys, and then
All these directions were rattled off about as fast as this
how Bill had been fixed up to send back to his employer.
businesslike chief could speak.
"That's strange business for Fred Parsons to be in,''
"Yes, sir," replied Young Wide Awake, with a salute.
uttered Kitty, disdainfully.
"Any further orders, chief?"
"But, Miss Lester," broke in Young Wide Awake, gen"On arrival at I~incoln you will report either to the
erously, "I don't believe Parsons had any active hand in it." mayor or to Chief Bascomb, of the I,incoln Fire Depart"Yet he was with that senseless idiot, Putney, wasn't ment. You will receive all further orders there."
he?" questioned Miss Kitty.
·
"Yes, sir."
0
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=====================================================================-======-=-=:===-·-=·--_-_-_-_"Here, come here!" he called loudly to the dqg as he
By a motion of his hand, while listening, Young Wide
.
and then whistled sharply.
ran,
fire
fast-arriving
the
hurry
to
Hal
to
signaled
had
Awake
he bit the
before
dog
the
away
call
to
was
idea
sole
His
boys into their fire togs.
man.
irresponsible
tipsy,
and
chief
that
time
the
by
This was all but accomplished
captain ce;:ised talking.
To Young Wide Awake's delight, the dog turned at the
"That is all, captain," :finished Chief Pelton, "except whistle, then came pelting down the sidewalk at a dead
this: "I h:lYe chosen your company because it could be got- trot after our hero.
ten ready quicker than the company of Torrent One, most
He soon caught up, and then ran just ahead, his tongue
of whose men are at the mills. But I ask you to remember hanging out.
that, in Lincoln, you represent the reputation and the good
"Well, talk about gratitude!" cried Dick to himself as
name of Belmont."
he ran. "That poor tramp, that cur, remembers that I
"Chief," replied Young Wide Awake, straightening bought him a square feed this morning. Now when he
promptly, and saluting with military precision, "we will finds some one attacking me he's ready to take the fight on
come back with our duty fully and finely done, or we von't his own shoulders sooner than see me get hurt. Good dog !
have the cheek to come back."
good fellow !" he called to the bedraggled coach dog, which
"I"ll trust you for that, Young Wide Awake," replied wagged its tail and still ran.
Chief Pelton, heartily. "I've had your company under my
Down at the depot freight siding the train stood already
eyes at fires before this. Good luck to JOU, boys ! I'll meet made up.
you at the depot."
Trailing after our hero as he dashed up came the last
Captain Dick Halstead, who had been delayed while talkmembers of Washington One, those of Belmont's fire boys
ing to the chief, now rushed into the fire house.
who had been furthest from Holmes Street at the moment
"Hal," he called briefly, "you and tne other fellows are
when the alarm came in.
reacly. Sta.rt on the hustle for the depot. I'll catch up
Chief Pelton, out of his buggy, was busy helping in runwith you."
ning some inclined planks up the side of one of the flat
With a rinfing whoop the Belmont fire boys ran the
cars when Young Wide Awake arrived.
machines out, dashed up Holmes Street, and were on their
"Now up with the engine first! Lively, now!" sang out
way to do all that lay in their power to save a burning city.
the chief.
Young Wide Awake dressed as if by magic.
Dick leaped up on to the flat car. He and several 0£ the
In his boots, with shirt, white coat and white helmet on,
helped to pull the hand engine up that inclined
fellows
and with trumpet hanging over his left hip, he made a picplane.
tnrcsque appearance as he reached Main Street, turned and
Then Chief Pelton sprang aboard, showing them how to
\lar ted off in the track of his company.
the hand engine securely in pla{!e.
fasten
Two blocks lower down on Main Street a drunken man,
Hal, in the meantime, was bossing the running up o:f the
trying to walk fast, as if that would prove that he was not
lighter hose-cart on to the hindmost fla.t car.
1
< nrnk, lurched swi ftly around the corner.
In a wonderfully short space of time the work was done,
Young Wide Awake saw him too late to avoid a partial
and done well.
collision.
"Captain," said the conductor of this special train, comBump! The tipsy man was thrown against the building.
back, "this train is going to travel mighty fast. It'll
ing
"Confound you!" roared the tipsy one, hoarsely. "Come
be risky for those who stay on these flat cars. About two
back and (hie) ' pologize !"
But this Young Wide Awake, on the dead run as he was, of you to each car, to watch your machines, I should say,
and the rest of you in the caboose."
had no time to do.
"Thank you," Dick acknowledged. "Hal, you and I will
Cursing, the drunken man bent over, picked up. a stone,
stay with the engine. Terry, pick out a fellow to stay on
and raised his arm to throw the missile.
the flat car with you. .Toe, take the rest of the crowd in the
man
drunken
the
but
range,
easy
of
out
Dick was already
and keep them from falling out, if you can."
caboose,
let his arm fall quickly enough.
was said with a laugh. ·
last
'This
For a mongrel coach dog, long, lean and hungry-looking,
"Terry, take me on the car with you, " begged young
suddenly sprang out of a doorway straight at the drunken
Ted Lester, Kitty Lester's cousin, appealing to the young
man.
Irish foreman of the hose crew.
It was white with black spots.
"Take you, is it?" echoed T erry. "Shure, Oi will, an:
"Gr-r-r-r-r !" warned the clog, his teeth close fo the tipsy
glad to. But houlcl on fast, Ted."
one's leg.
A shrill tooting came from the engine's whistle.
Young Wide Awake, looking over his shoulder, saw the
"Now you're off and away!" bellowed Chief Pelton after
dog.
"Why, it's that poor four-legged tramp that I took into the B€lmont fire boys, as the short special began to roll out
the butcher shop this morning and bought a square feed of on to one of the main tracks. "Good luck to you all!"
Yet the chief's voice shook a little, as if he had a sudden,
old meat," uttered the young fire captain.
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Hal, too, was leaning out, taking in the clouds of den.;e
too-late, mysterious inner warning of disaster that might
that rose to the sky ahead.
smoke
company.
come to some of the members of this plucky fire
cut out for us to-day," breathed Dick. "Oh, graWork
stood
As they got under good headway, and Dick and Hal
cious!"
next
holding to the hand engine, Dick heard a low whine,
This last exclamation was called forth by the sudden
an eager yelp at his feet.
Turning and looking down, he beheld that same coach danger of Trot.
For that dog, having followed his new master too close
dog that he had fed, and which had afterwards leaped to
to the edge of the flat car, was suddenly all but pitched
his protection.
by a sharp swaying of the train.
"Why, hullo, old fellow!" greeted Young Wide Awake. overboard
Just in time Dick bent down, gathered the dog in his
"So you felt that you had to come, too, did you ?n
fell back, sitting down.
"Why not?" laughed Hal. "He may prove to be our arms, and
that this act had saved his life, Trot
realizing
if
As
mascot. Every fire company ought to have one."
lovingly up into Young Wide Awake's face, then
"How would that suit you, old fellow?" laughed Young looked
whined and tried to lick that face.
Wide Awake, looking again at the dog.
"If our mascot-ou r ' luck-is worth having, he's worth
Three short, sharp, joyous yelps ca.me from the dog's
taking care of," utterrd Dick, fishing in a pocket ior a bit
throat as in answer.
of cord.
"Why, I believe he's agreeing to it," smiled Dick. "Now,
He found it, fastened it to Trot's collar, und made the
see here, old fellow, it's a hard and responsible job being other end fast to a wheel of the hand engine.
mascot for a crowd like ours."
As they raced onward the clouds of smoke looked vastly
Whining wistfully, the coach dog thrust its cold muzzle larger.
gently into Dick's nearer hand.
Then, noonday though it was, as the train nearetl Lin"He takes the job!" laughed Hal. "He wants it badly, coln, great blotches of red flame could be seen rising above
too, does-- Say, what are we going to call our mascot?"
the threatened city.
~' :Fram my remembrance of him as he bolted down the
"Whole blocks must be on fire already," quivered Young
street with me," smiled Dick, "I'm inclined to think we'd Wide Awake, pityingly. "Oh, the loss both of property
better caJl him Trot. How a.bout that, doggy? Does 'Trot' and life-perha ps!"
suit you for a name?"
In the caboose the fire boys of Belmont were staring from
Wagging his tail fast, the tramp dog whined coaxingly. the windows.
"Motion put, seconded and carried," laughed Hal. "He's
Every heart thrilled with the thought of the deeds that
our mascot and his name is Trot."
must lie ahead.
They were whizzing now, the cars swaying and bumping
Then they ran past the suburbs of Lincoln, as yet unas the light train raced over the tracks, for when a city is touched by the raging flames.
threatened by the fire demon relief trains must travel fast.
Next, the train began to slow up as it came close to the
Over the great steel drawbridge they flew, and then past business heart of the endangered little city.
the neighboring town of Norwich, on the opposite side of
Then with a sudden jolt the train stopped altogether.
the Fraser River from Belmont.
Belmont's fire boys were on the spot where the bravest
Lincoln, a busy; thriving y<111Ilg city of some thirty-three of fire-fighters were sadly needed.
thousand souls, was Rome twenty miles from Belmont.
A clay of duty and disaster!
Lincoln's fir~ must be a seri~us one, since that city had
two steam fire engines, a chemical engine, and hose wagons,
hobk and ladder trucks and other apparatus in keeping.
CHAPTE R IV.
"The ·city is in danger of burning CT.own, was what Chief
great
be
"It'll
chum.
his
to
muttered
Pelton said," Dick
IN THE THICK OF IT !
drill work for us, Hal, old fellow-a great chance, too, t.o
us."
in
stuff
.fireman's
the
of
any
show whether we've really
"I'm glad we're going under the captain who commands
Nor had the train stopped more th8.ll five seconds ere
"That's
himself.
us," thought Lieutenan t Hal Norton to
Dick and Hal began to shove down the planks that were t.o
.fireas
out
what gives us our biggest chance of winning
make the engine's runway.
fighters."
On the other car Terry and Ted were equally busy.
view.
their
of
deal
good
out of this caboose on the jump, every snoozer of
a
off
"Get
shut
ahead
The caboose
Dick
.
more,
Joe. "Fall in by your crews-eng ine men
miles
few
roared
a
you!"
covered
had
Yet, when they
the
of
side
the
over
hose men to the last car!"
safe
car,
deemed
front
he
the
as
to
leaned out as far
Wide Awake's directions, the runways
Young
Under
train.
speedily in order.
~ere
"There's the smoke, Hal !" shouted Captain Halstead, from both cars
"Lively, now! Don't make any flukes, either!" shouted
above the roar and rattle of the flying train. "Whew J. but
Young Wide Awake. "A blazing city's homes are at stake!"
it looks like a big one, and no mistake."
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Right gallantly the Belmont boys rolled down good old
"Danger is the fireman's lot, sir."
Washington N·o. 1.
.
"But your folks at home couldn't have und~rstood,"
Fr6m the rear car the hose wagon was lowered in the complained Deputy Chief Lane, anxiously,
"or they
same time.
wouldn't have let you come. This is deadly work to-day.
"It's a scramble for a fireman's record!" cheered Young Alreauy we've had three firemen killed and
more than a
Wide Awake. "Come on!"
dozen sent to the hospital."
They had landed their machines at the lower .end of a
Not a few hearts in the young Belmont company
freight yarJ, not many hundreds of yards from the edge throbbed at that news.
of tl;te great blaze that seen;ed destined to destroy the city
It is never pleasant to hear that death is at hand, not
of Lincoln.
waiting to be" sought.
Placing himself at the head of the company, Young Wide
But Young Wide Awake replied, as calmly as before:
Awake fairly sprinted.
"All we ask, chief, is to be assigned to our post. Where
There having been no one to meet the Belmont boys and do you want us?"
give th em their orders, our hero had decided that the easiest
"Vfhlit can you do, captain?"
way would be to head straight for the blaze.
"Anything that any other firemen· can-or we'll go down
He ·felt certain that there they wonld find officials com- in the trying."
petent to give orders.
"Are you at home on ladders ?"
But, though they had not been piet, they had at all events
"Yes ; we've got good climbers anc1 scalers."
been seen from afar.
"How far can you throw a stream?"
They had not covered more than a third of the short
"We've made a hundred and twelve feet with our endi. tance to the fire belt when a buggy was seen rapidly gine."
approaching.
Deputy Chief Lane opened his eyes in surprise.
Clang! clang ! came the ja~ gling notes from the gong
"And can your boys, captain, stand the strain of long
in front of the buggy's dasher.
pumping? "
In the buggy sat a man in the full uniform of a fire de"They always have, sir."
partment official.
"Our need is great, captain. I shall have to try your
"Stop!" shouted thi s official, raising his hand, then rein- company somewhere at some point·in the fire."
ing in his own horse.
"Show 1lS where, sir," begged Young Wide Awake.
Then came the first question :
"You'll know in the first five minutes that we don't ask
"Who are you ? Where from?"
any consideration on account of being what you called
"Washington No. 1. Belmont," Young Wide Awake 'mere boys.' "
answered, leaping forward and saluting. "Are you Chief
"Follow me, then, Captain Halstead. I'll drive slowly."
Bascomb?"
"Take your own speed chief, and we'll pile after you."
"No; Lane, deputy chief. Who commands you, boy?"
"No, no. I don't want to take you to your work all
"I am Captain Halstead, comm!l.Dding this company."
winded and played out."
"You!"
"He must think we're a pet football team from a primary
Deputy Chief Lane's cry was one of undisguised aston- scl10ol," grunted Hal, as Lane turned and drove
away at
fahment.
·
a very slow trot, and Belmont's boys followed at their easiest
"Yes, sir," Dick replied, with another salute.
jog.
"A boy for a c::iptain ?"
"He's afraid of wearing us out,'' s,miled Dick.
"Yes, sir."
"Then before the day is over he may know us better."
"And all your company mere boys?"
Skirting the nearest burning block, Deputy Chief Lane
"We're boys," Young Wide Awake admitted quietly. drove down a side street, hl).lting at the corner
"About the 'mere' part of it it wouldn't become me to say."
Here a crowd of citizens had formed a bucket brigade,
"Why didn't Belmont send a real fire company?" de- trying, in the absence of an engine, to pour
water in
manded Deputy Chief Lane.
through the windows of a house that had begun to blaze
Then, realizing that he had put the question in an of- inside.
fensi ve way, Deputy Chief Lane went on:
"Here you are, Captain Halstead," cried Lane, reining
"I beg your pardon, capta1n. I - - "
up. "If you can stop the blaze in this house you may be
"No need to apologize, sir," replied Young Wide Awa:ke, able to stop the spread of the flames through the
block."
again saluting. "We know that we're boys, and that we
"All right, sir," Dick answered, through his trumpet,
look it."
now, for he itched to get into action. "Where are you,
"But your folks at home couldn't hav~ understood. This Washington One? Hustle the hose off and couple
it! Liveis a fearful day's work to be done."
·
ly, now!"
"We'll do all the work that our ·endurance will stand
Ordinary carpenter's ladders were already up 8-gainst the
for," promised Young Wide Awake, quietly.
side of the first house in this block to get afire.
"But the danger-- - "
As Deputy Chief Lane watched the Belmont boys swing
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their engine into place by the hydrant, and watched the
swift, nimble, accurate work of these "mere boys" he
opened his eyes in a good deal of astonishment.
"By George, they work like veterans!" he gasped.
Young Wide Awake turned his trumpet on the men of
the city who had been serving as a bucket brigade.
"If you citizens want to stay inside the lines now, get
together and bring furniture a.nd other stuff out from the
ground floor while it's safe. Foreman Rourke, go with
them and see that everything is done right. Lester!"
Ted darted forward at his captain's side at the summons.
"Stick close by me," ordered Dick. "Understand?"
·"I don't want to be anywhere else," Ted muttered, for
he felt that keeping close to his captain would mean getting into the tightest places in the day's work.
"Grip this nozzle! Now up the ladder with it behind
me!"
Young Wide Awake was already making a swift ascent
of the ladder.
Ted, though much smaller and lighter, made manful
work of getting up after his captain and of helping to drag
the hose.
"Look at even that little monkey get up the ladder with
the hose!" gasped Deputy Lane.
Dick was over the sill, Ted after him.
Then young Lester leaned out again, to bawl:
"Play away, Washington One!"
The stream filled and b'Ulged the hose.
Deputy Chief Lane leaped from his buggy, intent on
scaling that ladder to see how well the water was being
served.
But again he saw Ted's head at the window.
"Cap'n says send up four axemen, two pikemen!" bawled
'
down Ted.
'Lieutenant Hal Norton heard and oheye<l.
Lane stood back until these six young fire-fighters had
seized their tools and gone up the ladder.
Then the deputy followed.
Though he reached the room not many seconds after
the last of the axemen, Lane found the four wielders of
the blades already busy ripping up a portian of the flooring,
through which thick smoke was coming.
The pikemen leaped in, prying up the loosened boards.
"Jove ! . But these young fellows do know what they're
doing," gasped the~incoln fire flepartmcnt official.
Young Wide Awake, beside issuing the orders, was himself directing the water.
"We can stop,A;his house, sir," Dick found time to shout.
"That is, if it doesn't catch again from outside."
"Save this house, and stop the one opposite from catching, captain," rejoined the deputy, "and I believe you'll
keep the blaze from speading in this direction."
"We'll do it, sir, if it can be done," replied Dick, not
raising his eyes, but watching his stream.
"I'm beginning to feel sure of you young fellows, cap·
tain !" glowed the deputy.
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"You'll know before the day's over whether we're any
good," smiled Young Wide Awake.
"My opinion of you already is such that I'm going to
leave you for a little while," replied the deputy, going back
toward the Vjindow. , "You know what's wanted, and you
seem to be able to do it."
With that Lane got out through the window.
A clang from his buggy gong a moment later showed that
the deputy chief was headed for other fields of activity.
It was hard work here. The house had caught in good
earnest.
From the fire being in the flooring, Young Wide Awake
could. only conclude that the blaze here had started from
sparks drifnng in through open windows.
The flames out in this room, they hurried into another.
In less than ten minutes the Belmont boys had the flames
subdued in this house.
As a final precaution, Young Wide Awake led his crew
up to the roof, where they used the hose to good advantage
in wetting it down.
"It's catching on the roof opposite," nodded Hal.
"Down and over that way, then," ordered Young Wide
Awake. ·
This second house was soon wet down on roof and walls,
while other members of the fire crew closed and bolted some
of the upstairs windows that had been left open.
From here they went to the adjoining houses, wetting
roofs and walls wherever the flying sparks from up the
street could reach.
"We've stopped the spread of the fire in this direction,
anyway," muttered Captain Halstead, mopping his
drenched brow.
Deputy Chief Lane drove up at this moment.
"You've done mighty well, boys," he called. "I wish we
could do as well at every point of the fire."
"It looks to. me, sir," reported Young Wide Awake, "as
if we could leave this section now. The houses up the street
that are doomed are caving in now. They'll send no more
sparks to endanger this end of the street.
"You're ready for more duty elsewhere?" 'asked Lane.
"Ready for duty anywhere, as long as the call lasts,"
replied our hero, promptly.
"We could use six more fire companies if we had 'em,"
gritted ~ane. "Follow me, then." · .
He turned, driving back down the street, cro~sing into
another street, and again entering a burning section of the
town.
Above them was a solid block of doomed buildings, blazing furiously.
Twenty fire companies could not have saved that doomed
block.
On the corner below, near which the Belmont fire boys
had halted, a four-story dwelling was in flames.
Just across the street was a vacant corner lot.
"Ain't this awful!" gasped Lane. "It's like this for a
third of a mile, too !"
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"The fire can be checked here," declared Young Wide while the police had driven the throng of citizens down
Awake.
almost to the next hlock.
"My idea," explained Lane, "is to blow up the house nex t
As the three from the house came darting out, they found
to that blazing one."
the street clear ahead of them.
"Blow up a house that isn't on fire yet?" demanded HalBut Hal was shouting, his voice drowned in the roar and
stead. "Deputy, that seems a neeclle~s waste of property." racket.
"But what else can we do?"
Young Wide Awake halted, turned and looked back at
"Blow up the house that's on fire."
the burning house.
"And spread blazing timbers all over the adjoining
.As he did so his heart stood still with the sudden sickness
houses?"
of an awed pity.
"It won't spread"'the fire; it will check it," argued Young . At a window on the top floor a woman leaned out, shriekWide Awake. "Touch off the dynamite on the parlor floor, ing. In her hand she held what looked to be a steel-bound
and the house would simply cave in. So much of it is burn- box.
Plainly she had slipped into the house much earlier in
ing now that it wouldn't take much to bring the blazing
search of valuables belonging to her.
structure down."
Now she was trapped by the flames, unable to' get down"The argument sounds goo<l," agreed Deputy Lane.
"There's no time to argue about it, sir. We can lose the trapped at the top of a house which at. any second would
totter and crumble through an explosion of dynamite. ·
street while we're talking about it."
"We can't leave her there to die like that I" panted
"Have you got any dynamite?" queried Lane.
Young
Wide Awake.
"Of course not. We don't carry it. Haven't you any?"
He
had
turned and was running back to the blazing
"I can get some," replied the deputy.
house.
"If you'll get it, then I'll throw water over the next
"Here, you yO'Ung madman!" roared Deputy Chief Lane,
house."
running up beside him. "That woman can't be saved, and
Hal ha.d already seen to the coupling of the hose, and the
you'll only go to your death! Come back!"
stream was ready.
As Lane reached out, however, to catch him, Captain
As Lane drove awav, Hal and Joe Darrell directed the
Halstead tripped him and darted on.
stream against the house next to the blazing one.
"Stay right where you are!" roared Dick. "We'll get
"Where are you going ?" asked Ted, darting forward as
to you!"
Young Wide .Awake hurried from the spot.
Then he dashed into the ho'Use.
"Going into the burning house, Ted, to see where the
dynamite can best be laid."
Nor did our hero discov\!r, until he was battling against
CHAPTER V.
the smoke in the front hallway of the dwelling, that Ted
Lester was at his heels. •
YOUNG WIDE AWAKE, MADl\IAN.
"Get back out of this, Ted," ordered Captain Halstead.
"I don't want to," objected Ted. "If you get caught in
As Young Wide Awake rushed into the house he had one
here, I'm on hand to get you out or get help."
sole idea in his mind for the moment.
Young Lester stayed dose to his young chief.
That was to reach the dynan?.ite, stamp out the fuse,
Dick quickly decided in favor of a middle room on the seize the explosive and g.et it out of doors.
parlor floor as being the place where dynamite could be
True, the dynamite might explode, wrecking the house,
most effectively placed.
just at the moment when he reached it.
Crack! smash! Yolmg Wide A"·ake began chopping into · "That's the fireman's chance," he gritted.
the solid woodwork of the 'rall to cut out a "nest" for the
The smoke in the hallway was more stifling than before
coming charge of dynamite.
as he bat tled his ,way through it.
•
"Run to the <loor, Teel, and see if Lane is back with the
But be found the dynamite, with the fuse almost at the
explosive," directed Young vYicle Awake.
point of explosion.
He kept at his chopping, working briskly, until Teel anrl
"Ten seconds more, and I'd have been traveling skyLane came in together.
ward," he chuckled grimly, as he put out the fuse.
"That's what I call bully preparation," nodded Lane, apSeizing the explosive, he darted through the hallway to
provingly.
the door.
Out in the street, Ted Lester had been having a hard
"Got the sky-high with you, chief?" queried Young
Wide Awake, stepping back from the "nest," a grimy, sooty time of it getting away from Deputy Chief Lane.
This, however, Ted suddenly accomplished by slipping
young fireman.
out
of his coat and scooting.
They placed the charge quickly, set and started the fm;e,
He
came darting up the steps just as Young Wide Awake
then-,--bolted.
Out in the street Hal had drawn the fire company back, reached the door.
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/ "Here's the dynamite, Ted. Take it and rush with it
away from the flames," ordered Captain Halstead.
Ted obeyed like a flash.
Dick, who had hardly paused, now turned and made his
way up the stairs.
The first flight was not so difficult, but on the second
flight of stairs the smoke was so fotense and the heat so
high that Young Wide Awake barely got through that zone
of suffocation alone.
On the third :flight it was a little easier, though the ascending hot air all but strangled him.
"No woman could live through that," quivered the boy,
as he reached the top of the third flight. "We'll have to
get down some other way."
In a front room he found the woman crouching by the
sill, leaning her head far out for air as she shrieked.
"I'm here, madam," said Young Wide Awake, quietly,
as he touched her on the shoulder. "Now we've_got to find
a way out."
The woman turned, sprang up and uttered a cry of joy.
"You can save me?" she cried breathlessly. "Can you
carry me down the stairs? I'm too weak to walk."
"Madam, the stairs are impassable now. It would be
death for you to try to take you down that way."
"Oh, then, what--"
"Wait. I must see what I can do."
Leaning out at the window, Young Wide Awake brought
his trumpet to his mouth as he roared down:
"Have you got any ladders near?"
Lane was there, and so were the Belmont boys, who had
come closer, dragging their apparatus with them.
"No ladder near," bellowed up Lane.
The woman heard.
She had been standing at our hero's side, looking rather
hopeful.
Now, as she heard the deputy chief's answer, she suddenly reeled, then plunged and fainted on the floor.
Dick heard her fall, but paid no heed at the moment.
"You'll have to bring the life net, Hal," he shouted.
"And hurry up! It's stifling up here!"
With a whoop the Belmont boys sprang for the net, which
was fastened to the rear of the hose-cart.
Every one of them ran to place as 'it was spread.
Then Young Wide Awake turned to flash a swift look at
the woman.
"Can't bring her to here, and without water, either," he
grumbled.
There was but one thing that was possible.
He could not hurl her frO'Ill the window alone.
"I'll have to jump with her in my arms," muttered the
young fireman.
He picked her up. rejoicing to find how light she was.
The woman, who must have been near forty, did not
weigh more than a hundred pounds.
But suddenly Dick Halstead put her clown again.
"It would be a shame to forget the thing that she risked
her life to get," he muttered.
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Picking up the steel-bound box, he yelled down:
"Let this drop in the net. Then get it."
He s:>.w Terry's hands close upon the box and bear it
away.
Once again our hero picked up the little woman.
Then he appeared in the window-way, stepping out on a
coping below.
For only an instant did he stand there, but Hal saw and
guessed that their captain meant to make the jump double.
"Hold on for all you're worth!" bawled Young Wide
Awake. "We're coming-now!"
He made the leap, after carefully judging the distan.:!e.
Down they shot, and as they fell Dick turned over so
that he landed in the net upon his back.
He held the woman away from him.
She did not get the jar that came to this splendid young
fireman.
Then tender hands reached her out of the net, bearing
her hastily down the street to some place where she coull
be attended to.
To one of the woman's friends Terry handed the box.
Then from the crowd, kept back by the police, came the
wildest cheering.
It was for Dick Halstead, though he hardly heard the
racket.
"Now, sir," he said to Deputy Chief Lane, "I'll go back
and place another charge of dynamite.
.
.
"I reckon I can go with you, if you've got the nerve left
for that," retorted the Lincoln fire official.
.
Together they made the journey into the house, groping
through the smoke.
The charge laid, they retreated in hot haste.
Nor had they gone two hundred feet from the house when
a dull boom sounded.
The blazing house swayed, tottered, then caved in, coming down in an almost formless mass of ruins.
"Forward with Washington One!" roared Young Wide
Awake. "Hustle it forward and get the stream turned on
the ruins. Pump like mad, you fellows on the bars!"
"You see, sir," Dick was able to say to Deputy Chief
Lane, five minutes later, "\1-e 'rnre able · to saYe a good
house and the spread of fire is checked in this direction."
'
'
"You've
sure got a genius for fighting fire at railroad
speed/' admitted Lane, with honest adn1iration.
The clanging of a gong drew their attention to an oncoming buggy.
"Here's Chief Bascom coming himself to eee what we're
doing," announced Deputy Lane.
Bascomb, a portly, keen-eyed man of nearly sixty, listened and looked attentively while Lane and our hero explained~how the spread of the fire had been checked at this
point.
"You've done well, Lane," commented the chief, briefly.
"Chief, JOU can safely give most of the credit to young
Halstead. He is so boyish-looking that I was afraid of his
help, but he has proven himself ahead of most older firemen."
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"We're going to save the rest of the residence section Rourke, had administered a good thrashing to the pair for
now," went on Chief Bascomb, hurriedly. "I am grouping annoying Kitty Lester and Miss Faith .Vane.
At other fires Dick had had this pair thrown outside the
most of the fire companies in the business section two blocks
east. We've got a tough, hard fight on our hands here. fire iine as suspicious characters who might be looked upon
Captain Halstead, are you and your youngsters fagged to rob burning houses.
out?"
·
For more reasons that one, Sliney Gamp and Rack Evans
wanted to even up things with Captain Dick Halstead.
"We don't know what the word means," laughed Dick.
"Bring them over, then, Lane," ordered the chief, and
The slim youth who had just spoken to Evans was none
gave a brisk direction.
other than Clare,nce Putney, who had returned to his home
Seating himself once more in his buggy, Deputy Lane in Lincoln.
led the way, Belmont's boys dragging their machines at a
"You hate that fellow, Halstead?" whispered Putney,
trot.
eagerly.
Now they found themselves halted on one of the principal
" What's that to you?" demanded Evans, looking over the
business streets of Lincoln.
·
well-dressed one suspiciously.
"It may be something to you," returned Clarence, coaxThree store buildings had caught fire from the rear.
As all of the stores contained valuable property, it was ingly. "I, too, have a grudge against that fellow, Halhighly important to save them ; if this were not possible, stead."
then the goods must be got out.
.
From that moment Rack and the dude got on well to"Pardon me," muttered Lane in our hero's ear, "but you gether.
1
trust to the honesty of all your fellows, don't you?"
"Sure I can do it-trust me," whispered Rack, after a
"Of course," replied Dick, flushing.
moment more of conversation. "But I need a fireman's
"I want to send you into that jewelry store. It wouldn't helmet, or something like that, to get through the lines."
be the place to trust fellows who are not honest."
"There's .your chance," whispered Putney, pointing to a
1
''I'd almost stake my soul on every one of our fellows," fireman of one of the local companies, who was being carried through the fire lines, unconscious.
rejoined Young Wide Awake.
"Sail in, then. That's the proprietor, Sawburn, stand- - Rack nodded and jumped. Just as the unconscious fireing in the .middle of the street in front of his store. H e'll man's helmet dropped from his head, Rack snatched it up.
· go in with you. There'll be another company here in a
For a few steps he followed those who were carrying the
jiffy to help out."
injured fireman.
.
The hose being coupled, and axemen and pikemen proThen, suddenly, seeing that no one was watching him,
vided with their tools, Dick gave the word to get into the Hack stuffed his cap into one of his pockets, quickly placing
store.
the helmet on his head.
Sawburn, who had been waiting, unlocked the front door,
With a smirk on his evil face, Rack Evans strolled back
to where Putney stood.
and Belmont's fire boys went in with a rush.
"Take this," whispered Putney, tucking some money
'The police, few in number, were keeping straggling fire
lines.
quietly into Rack's hand. "There'll be a lot more if you
At one side stood a short, tough, evil-eyed young fellow, do a good job." .
who watched the Belmont boys enter with an ugly sneer
"Trust me," whispered Rack, and made for the fire-lines.
on his face.
He passed through and made his way into the jewelry
"Confound that young Halstead! " he grunted. "I hope store.
something falls ~n him big enough to pin him down for
good!"
CHAPTER VI.
He had spoken more loudly than he realized, for a welldressed, slim young man right behind him heard and looked
WASHINGTON ONE'S DISGRACE.
sharply at him. ,
"Pardon me," said . the slim young man; touching the
Young Wide Awake and his :fire-fighters had struck antough young man on the shoulder. "But have you any
objection to coming back a little way? I'd like a word other hard task.
In these three stores the blaze had already gained conwith you."
siderable headway at the rear.
"Cert," grunted the tough.
Another hand-engine had come to the relief of the young
He was Rack Evans, side partner of Sliney Gamp.
These two were a pair of toughs who made their head- Washingtons, while one of Lincoln's steam fire engines had
quarters in Norwich, the little town across the river from been sent for.
One of Lincoln's protective companies had been in the
Belmont.
store
ahead of the Belmont boys and had covered the showBoth Gamp a,n d Evans had bad trouble with our hero
cases.
before.
Protective companies are found in nearly every city.
For one thing, Y6ung Wide Awake, aided by Terry
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These protective companies are hire<l by the big fire insurance companies.
It is the duty of these men to saYe goods in stores and
furniture in dwellings from damage by smoke and water,
thus lessening the losses of the insurance companies.
As the Belm01J1t boys fought the flames, Jeweler Sawburn's showcases 1rere covered unuer protecting, thick rubber blankets.
"We've got to have the steam fire engine in a hurry, if
we're to save this block," reported Young Wide Awake, as
Chief Bascom made his way into the store.
"That's right. I've telephoned for it, and it is on the
way," replied the chief. "I've just sent Lane over to fight
the flames by the gas works, and I've got to be on the jump
again. Halstead, are you willing to take command here?"
"Take command? Of course, chief, if y<>u haven't some
better man to take the command."
"From what Lane tells me, and from what I see myself,
I'd rather have you in command lwre, Captain Halstead."
' Dick turned to IIal.
"Take command here, old fellow. I've go,t to go :mtside
with the chief."
With that, Young Wide Awake followed Mr. Bascomb.
But some one else followed our hero: Ted Lester caught
at his arm, whispering hoarsely:
"Take me along as yonr a icle, will you?" ,
I
"Captain Green," called Bascomb, loudly, and the captain of the other hand-engine company came up at a run.
"Captain Green, I am leaving Captain Halstead here in
charge. He's a boy, but I :find that he's the one to be in
command here. Kindly take your orders from him."
Captain Green, a lanky man of forty, looked astonished,
but nodcled.
And now the steam fire engine company came up .at a
gal!op.
As the men piled out of the patrol following, Bascomb
passed the word for Captain Sommers.
"Sommers, this is Captain Halstead. I'm leaving him
here in command. Report to Captafo Halstead until relieved from this spot."
Another surprised fire captain there was, but Sommers
nodded stiffly, then turned to our hero.
"Captain Halstead, I have two lines of hose. Where do
you want them?"
"One through on the ground floor of that clothing store,"
Young Wide Awake answered pro.mptly. "Send men wjth
the other line of hose up through the second floor and back.
I'll go with them to show them what ought to be done."
Bascomb nodded approvingly, for this was just the disposition he would have made of the services of the steam
fire engine.
By the time the chief was driving away, Dick was leading the men with that second line of hose up to the second
story.
He was just in time here, for the fire was breaking
through the floor.
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For half an hour Young Wide Awake flew from one part
of his command to m10ther.
•
Wherever he appeared the battle against the flames went
on harder.
Then at last he had the satisfaction of finding that the
spread of the fire at this paint had be.en checked.
He went back into the street, followed by Ted, who in
that short time had discovered three different points at
which the walls were hot, an<l this information had shown
ihe fire-lighters where to clirect their next efforts.
•
Hal, finding that his efforts were needed no 1'1nger, had
stepped out into the street f<;ll' a few breaths of fresh air.
"How goes tbe :fire through the rest of this part of
town?" asked Lieutenant HaJ.
"Blessed if I've had time to notice," laughed Dick.
' 1 Hullo ! here comes Lane no~v.
He'll have some news."
"All safe here?" shouted Lane, as he reined up his
steaming horse close to the yo11ng fire-fighters.
"Looks aJl right, don't it?" smiled Dick "Everything
is done here, except to play water on for a while."
"'l'hen I guess the rest of the city is saved," exclaimed
the deputy chief. "Bascomb said this spot was the key to
what was left o.f the situation. Things will smoulder for
a few hours, but there won't be [Ill}' more i"pread to the :fire.
Halstead, I don't know how to thank you, or to tell you
what I think of you . You've checked the spread of this
disaster at three poinis. You've done more to save Lincoln
to-day than any other one person."
Dick reddened a bit with pleasure.
"I'm glad you're satisfied, Mr. Lane, that boys can fight
fire."
"Oh, drop that, won't you?" grinned Deputy Lane, protestingly.
"Mr. Lane! Mr. Lane!"
It was Sawburn, the jeweler, who was calling out so
excitedly.
He came running from the doorway of his store now,
followed by a policeman.
"Mr. Lane, I've just been examining my shcwcases,"
cried the jeweler.
"That was wise. Nothing wrong, I hope."
"Nothing wrong!" gasped Sawburn. "Mr. Lane, the
case containing the most valuable goods was broken open in
the exc:ltement."
"What's that?" cried the deputy, sharply. "Anything
gone?"
"I've been robbed of over twelve thousand dollars' worth.
of stuff," almost screamed the jeweler.
That news was enough to bring Deputy Lane out of his
buggy at a jump.
"This is mighty serious, Sawburn," he cried.
"Serious!" echoed the jeweler. "I should say it is."
"Halstead," demanded Lane, turning upon our hero,
"did you see any suspicious-looking characters around the
place?"
"I don't remember any," Dick replied quickly. "Of
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course, I left the rounding up of suspicious characters to
the police."
"None but :firemen got into that jewelry store. I know
that," broke in the policeman with Sawburn.
"I'll turn out my company and have 'em searched," uttered Dick, gravely. "And I'll stand the first search myself."
"That's right!" screeched a voice from the crowd beyond.
"Search Halstead first!"
Then the owner of that voice kept quiet to escape detection.
"Searc me now," begged Dick, turning to the police' man, who stepped forward. "Ted, get half of the fellows
out now. When they've been searched we'll send 'em back
to relieve the other half."
"Thunder! But if any of our fellows have touched any
of the jewelry I hope they'll be discovered," blazed Hal,
seriously.
The policeman was going carefully through Dick's clothing.
"This anything of yours, Mr. Sawburn ?" asked the
officer.
He<held out two cards, to which were fastened diamond
pins.
Dick Halstead gasped in the sheerest amazement.
Then his brain whirled as the officer produced three rings
handsomely set with jewels. J
"Halstead! You! Good heavens!" gasped Deputy
Chief Lane.
"This is some infernal put-up job," shuddered Dick, his
face first blazing, then ghastly white. '°'I never placed those
things in my pockets. I didn't steal that jewelry. Why,
almost any one in Belmont would swear to my honesty ! I
- I can't understand it."
His brain swam so that he reeled.
Hal caught him, supporting him.
Ted came back, supported by several of the fellows.
"You identify those jewels ns your property, Mr. Sawburn ?" demanded the policeman.
"I certainly do," quivered the jeweler, blazing angrily
with his eyes at Young Wide Awake. "So this splendid
Young :fireman is at heart a thief, eh? He wears the fireman's uniform only that he may steal?"
"That's a lie, confound you !" roared Dick, steadying
himself and striding forward, his fists clenched and raised.
"Take that back, you hound, or I'll make you swallow your
words whole. · I'm no thief!"
"You bet yure loife he ain't !') snarled Teddy Rourke,
bounding in at our hero's side.
Angry protests came from other Belmont boys, as they
crowded around.
Had not tp.e policeman acted quickly, the jeweler might
have been harmed, for the Belmont boys were now mad all
the way through.
Deputy Chief Lane pulled Terry back, while the policeman, stepping between our hero and the jeweler, pushed
Dick roughly back.

"See if he has my ruby necklace," appealed Sawburn.
"That's the most valuable piece of all-worth five thousand dollars."
"Stand still while I go through the rest of your pockets,"
ordered the policeman, grufily.
For an instant Dick had a wild notion of pitching into
the policeman and knocking him down.
Then, realizing the absurdity of such a row, he stiffened,
drew himself np erect, and .,replied:
"Go on with your search, officer, and have done with it.
I don't care what you find now, for it's all a put-up job,
anyway."
Dick's other pockets were quickly turned inside out, but
no other jewelry was found.
"What's the value of _these articles, Mr. Sawburn ?" demanded the officer, drawing out note-book and pencil.
"About three hundred and fifty dollars."
"I'll have to take the property to court, Mr. Sawbmn,"
went on the officer. "Come along, Halstead."
"Where?" quivered Dick.
"To the lock-up, of course," retorted the policeman,
grimly. "You didn't think I was going to take you to the
theater, did you?"
Dick stood still, trembling.
"To the lock-up?" he quavered. "But I never took those
things."
"You can tell that to the court. Come along!"
"You'll stop here just a bit, officer, I guess," interrupted
Deputy Ohief Lane. "I don't believe you quite dare to
arrest a commanding officer of the fire department-at a
fire like to-day's."
"This young fellow don't belong to the Lincoln Fire Department," protested the policeman.
"Not regularly, no," replied Lane. "But he came on a
call to-day, and he's serving under Bascomb's orders and
mine. Until he's reli~ved here he actually is a commanding
officer of the fire department. Take him away from here,
officer, at your own risk."
"Oh, if that's the way you look at it!" grumbled the
policeman.
"You haven't searched the others," nudged the jeweler.
Two other policemen ca.me up to help. Deputy Chief
Lane, too, was impressed into the work.
Every fireman on duty at this spot was searched, but no
more of the jewelry was found.
"There's some big mystery here," groaned the jeweler.
"I've recovered only a trifle of the stolen stuff. There's the
ruby necklace, the diamond cross, the pearl and emerald--"
"And I'm cocksure that somebody has put up a job on
the young :fireman who has done moTe than any one else to
save the city of Lincoln to-day," broke in Deputy Chief
Lane, indignantly. "Why, see here, Halstead has had
plenty of chance to hide those little trinkets if he had
known they were in his pockets. I believe, with him, that
it was a put-up job."
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"But I didn't expect you to do this, Mr. Lane," the boy
objected,
"Why not? Did you think the city of Lincoln would
owe you such a debt as it does to-day, and no one in Lincoln step forward to prove the city's gratitude? "
Sawburn arrived at this , moment. He was just in time
to see our hero being admitted to bail.
"And I want to say right here and now/' remarked Deputy Chief Lane, "that I know this to be an absurd charge.
\Ve never had a more splendid lot of young fellows within
our borders than this same fire crew from Belmont, and
Halstead is the best of 'em all. It's impossible for him to
be a thief !"
It was dark as they came out of the station-house.
There on the sidewalk all of the young men shook hands
warmly with Mr. Lane, then turned their faces toward the
railroad tracks.
The other fellows of Washington No. 1 had hauled their
machines down to the tracks.
There they sat or stood around, the most dejected-looking
lot of young fellows imaginable.
But what a whoop they sent up when they saw Young
Wide Awake walking briskly toward them.
In their first burst of joy they believed that be bad been
set free.
But even his being out on bail was something for which
to be mighty thankful.
Yet after the first outburst of pleasure the old dejection
settled down on them once more.
Their train was soon ready. The hand engine and the
hose-cart were speedily loaded on and made fast.
And now, stretching, Trot, their mascot, appeared at one
CHAPTER VII.
of the doors of the caboose.
Plainly the dog had imagined that when they left the
CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS.
train behind it was his bounden duty to guard it.
Now, however, without a word of command being spoken,
It was a mournful procession that left the scene of the
Trot sprang nimbly down to the ground, next raced up the
fire.
his post between our hero and the hand
Dick~ head was up, and there was a look of defiance in runway and took
engine.
his eyes.
It was a cold, chilling, gloomy ride back to Belmont.
downinwardly
being,
Yet that did not prevent him from
They had done their duty nobly, and would have gone
cast.
in all happiness had it not been for this outrageous
home
just
kept
Hal and Ted, Joe and Terry, walking by pairs,
to their captain.
mishap
and
behind our hero, who walked between the policeman
they could not help feeling that Dick Halstead's
now
But
Deputy Chief Lane. .
n
humiliatio meant the disgrace of the whole fire company.
Sawburn, the jeweler, preferred to go on by himself.
Nor had they been in the freight yards at Belm001t two
Dick was taken to the nearest police station.
one had taken
Here, amid silence from his friends, he was formally minutes ere the boys discovered that some
story to ·
whole
the
telephone
or
the trouble to telegraph
booked.
By the time.this was done a justice for whom Bascomb, Belmont.
.As the dejected young firemen hauled their machines
at Lane's request, had telephoned, arrived at the stationthrough the streets at a walk the people stared at them
house.
.
"I wish to go on the bail-bond," remarked Lane to the curiously, rather than with enthusiasm
stepped forDarrell
Joe
housed,
were
machines
the
As
security."
as
give
I'll
that
justice. "I own a couple of houses
ward.
"You?" echoed Young Wide .Awake, drawing back.
"Dick," he said huskily, "you know that we aU stand
been
"I've
"Why not?" challenged Lane, smilingly.
you to find out who put up that dirty job on you, and
with
you're
watching you at your duty for hours. I know that
why?"
no coward, sneak, thief or shirk."

"That'll be a good story to tell the court," muttered the
pQ).iceman who had found the jewelry.
"Of course, Dick, old fellow," spoke up Hal, loudly and
clearly, as he held out his right hand, "you don't imagine
for an instant that any of your own crowd could believe you
guilty for a second I"
"Those who think Dick guilty won't cheer-the rest will
cheer like blazes I" shouted Joe Darrell.
, Every Belmont boy on the spot at the moment joined
lustily in the volleys 0£ cheers that followed.
Captain Green and his men joined in the cheering, £or
they had been won to our hero in that stubborn fight against
the flames.
Captain. Sommers and his men came in a little late, but
they got in the noise the instant that they understood what
it was about.
Hal£ an hour later Chief Bascomb arrived on the scene.
The fire was now subdued. Here and there were piles 0£
blazing embers, but to these the Lincoln firemen COlllld attend.
"The visiting fire companies are now dismissed, with all
the heartiest thanks 0£ Lincoln's citizens," announced Chief
Bascomb.
The officer who had searched Dick now came again to our
r
hero's side.
"You hear that?" demanded the bluecoat.
"Yes," Dick acknowledged.
"You're in my hands now. Come along!"
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Young Wide Awake thanked them with resolute, smiling
Young Wide Awake tried to stammer out his thanks, and
eyes, but his heart ached underneath.
an assurance that he didn't want any help.
· At home he found a note from his mother stating that
But Mr. Lester cut him short.
she would be busy at the office until late in the evening:
TI\en Faith inquired :
She told him where to find his supper.
"It seems to me, Captain Halstead, that I see a lot of
Supper I Dick had not felt as if he could eat anything your men out to-night. Is it only
young Mr. Rourke who
until now.
stays indoors to-night? "
But now he sat down and fell to with a splendid appetite,
"Is it me ye' re askin' about?" demanded Terry, softly,
for he was fagged out in body and needed "new strength." stepping out of the shadow
of a doorway and lifting his
By the time that the meal was over, Hal N·orton ta.pped hat. "Sure, Oi'm out I"
at the door.
" How much?" asked Faith, blandly.
"You going up on the street to-night?" queried Hal.
But Terry was not to be caught napping.
"Going? Of course I am. I don't want people to think
"How much am Oi out, is it?" he demanded, with a galI am afraid to show myself.''
lant look at Faith. "Sure, it's out most av me sleep Oi
They were soon joined on the street by other members am for thinkin' av the pretty eyes
Oi've seen lately!"
of the company.
"At Lincob ?" demanded Miss ·Faith.
And now, very quickly, Dick discovered how many
"At Lincoln," said Terry, solemnly, "Oi had no toime to
friends he had in Belmont -more, by far, than he had ever look at as much as an eyelash
on annything but a foiresupposed.
man."
·Men and women came forward to him, some of them . Faith leaned back, as if not
deeming it wise to carry the
shyly, to express their sympathy and their positive convic- questioning any further.
tion that he had not done any wrong.
But Terry, who had had his invitation, stepped to the
"I wish some of these people were going to hear my case side of the carriage, shaking hands
with all, his go.Hant
over at Lincoln," he smiled wistfully to Hal.
Irish heart showing.in his beaming eyes.
"You've got friends i.here, too, and you'll have more the
Dick, chatting with Kitty ·[\nd her moth er, became connext time you go back there," Hal replied.
scious of another pair of eyes.
Joe and Terry lurked nearby. Others of the company
He half turned, to find Rack Evans stealthily regarding
were above and below on Main Street, and some on the him.
opposite side.
·
Something jumped through Dick's brain at that instant.
"It seems as if all our fellows were around to-night,"
"Why, confound it, I saw that fellow at Lincoln to-dayobserved Young Wide Awake to his chum.
under a fireman's hat I I know I did! I'd have th01Ught of
"I guess they are," nodded Hal. "They' re out waiting it at the time if I hadn't been so infernally
busy. That
to hear some one say a word against you. Then there'll fellow's looks were a good bit changed
by having his face
be a riot!"
under a helmet, but now I'm ready to swear .that Rack
"Why, there he is now, papa!" called a sweet voice in a Evans was \n that jewelry store,
playing fireman."
low tone, yet loud enough to reach Dick Halstead's ears.
"Your thoughts seem far away," remarked Kitty.
He started and tingled with pleasure as he saw the wellDick sa'v Chief of Police Jason Sharp approaching.
b.own Lester carriage turn and come in toward the curb.
"Pardon me just one moment," begged our hero, and
Kitty Lester sat there, with her father and mother, and turned to meet Chief Sharp.
at Kitty's side on the front seat was Faith Vane.
In a quick, flashing whisper Dick said enough to Mr:
A good many people in the neighborhood stared curi- Sharp to make that active little man cast
a swift look toously as the carriage drew up and Mr. Lester leaned for- ward Rack.
ward, thrusting out his hand.
That worthy, seeing the look, and ·beholding the chief
"Halstea d, my boy, we all want to shake hands with coming toward him, turned and maqe
a frantic bolt.
you! We have just heard from Ted of that nonsense over
"After that fellow and catch him," roared Dick.
at Lincoln. Of course you know that we don't believe a
With tlie boys of Washington One on all sides, Rack had,
word of it."
indeed, a poor show to get away.
"I thank you for that, sir," replied Dick, gratefully, as
Yet before any human being could reach him, Trot, the
he took the proffered hand.
mascot coach dog, darted out of the darkness somewhere
Then he shook hands with Mrs. Lester, with Kitty and il). full, growling pursuit.
with Faith.
Trot made a spring, a nip, and caught firmly at the trous"Don't let it worry you 11. bit," urged Mr. Lester, cheer- ers by one of Rack's heels.
ily. "We are under a great debt to you, Halstead, and now
The catch threw Rack.
we shall have a chance to pay off a small part of the debt.
Before he could get :up, Chief Sharp was standing over
Counsel of the best, and detectives if you need 'em, will be him.
at your service. We'll knock that Lincoln matter higher "Rack," spoke the chief, quietly, "we don't care about
than dynamite could."
seeing you here in Belmont."

'
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"Driver, don't you try to get away until we've seen \Yho
"I'll go home to Norwich, then," whifued Rack.
"Just before you go," mocked Sharp, "would you mind is inside that cab!" roared Dick Halstead. "If you don't
stepping into one of these stores and letting me look you stop, we'll call the chief of police to look into this matter
for you."
over?"
The driver hesitating, Terry and Slam Bang seize·1 the
"What for?" demanded the tough, uneasily.
bridles of the horses.
"Just for my own ·satisfaction," replied Sharp, coolly.
Then with a rush and a roar the youngsters pullc(l l :::t h
would
Rack
him,
for
all
at
show
any
been
Had there
cab doors open.
have bolted, or fought.
A tall, slim figure recoiled backward on the rear seat, a!)
fooled
be
to
man
a
not
was
police
But this little chief of
with, besides which about a score of Belmont's fire boys if trying to blot himself out of sight.
"Who is it?" called Dick, sharply.
were grouped around him, while Trot kept growlingly alert
"That dude, Putney!" came the chorused answer, in
just behind the tough.
disgust.
deep
"I suppose you've got me," uttered Rack, a ghastly pallor
without waiting, the boys piled upon Pntncy,
Then,
overspreading his face.
him, shrieking with fear, out into the street.
dragging
"Come," said Sharp, shortly.
and Rack Evans put up the Lincoln jo!J
fellow
"This
He led Evans into the nearest store, Dick, Hal and J o.e
on me," shouted Dick, indignantly. "Evans has just bccn
,
following.
"Don't let any more folks in," whispered Dick, and Joe caught with a jewelry store about him, and has confesseLl
stood on guard at the door, politely pushing back the eager that this fellow, Putney, put.him up to the whole thing."
"Shall we march the elude to the lock-up?" deman<lecl
throng that wanted to crowd into the store.
half a dozen hoys, all of whom had a hand in holding PutSharp's movements were few, brisk and to the ·point.
He laid out on the counter a ruby necklace, a diamond ney, who had been frightened speechless.
"Evans has got away," panted Chief Sharp, running up.
cross and many other costly articles of jewelry.
"So you're the real thief?" demanded.Dick. hotly. "You "My back was turned but an instant, and he sneaked
besneaked into that jewelry store, under a fireman's helmet, through the back of the store. .But he left the jewels
clothing?"
man's
in
object
frightened
this
is
Who
hind.
and made a haul?"
"This is the fellow," uttered Dick, crisply, "who, accord"It wouldn't do me much good to deny it, with the stuff
to Evans, "put him up to hiding some of the plunder
ing
found on me, would it?" demanded Rack, trying to grin
in my pockets."
cheerfully.
"Rorry we haven't got a better case against you, then,"
. "And you st\]ck some of the "jewelry in my pockets?" ingrowled Jason Sharp, glaring at Putney, who·cowered and
sisted Dick, his face hot with wrath.
"I s'pose I may as well acknowledge all that's coming," whimpered.
"Can't you arrest this human knitting-needle, chief?"
agreed Rack.
"Do you admit that you put those things in my pocket?" blurted Ted Lester, indignantly.
"I'm afraid I can't-not legally," replied Chief Sharp,
insisted ou• hero.
.
shaking his head.
"Well, yeE:."
few
a
for
"Then will you be good enough to walk away
"Hurrah!" quivered Hal.
proseconds, chief, and not ask any questions afterward?"
"Why did you do it?" Dick belched forth.
pounded Joe Darrell, grimly.
stammered.
"Why, er----€r--" Rack
Mr. Sharp walked back across the street, re-entering the
"Who put you up to it?"
where Hal and the storekeeper stood guard over the
store,
Dick fairly thundered that question.
jewels. )
recovered
courRack looked as if about to make a deniAl. But, his
boy,'' coaxed Joe, "come here!"
dudey
"Now,
age oozing, the detected tough faltered:
shivering figure by its coat collar and
the
grabbed
Joe
"I don't know his name."
held it.
"Describe the party-and do it right!"
"Spread out, fellows, down the street, double-file,"
Rack stammered out a description.
"NO\I', fellows," demanded Dick, turning to his friends, begged Joe. "We're going to let dudey run the gauntlet
first and a race afterward."
"both together. Whom does that description fit?"
In a double line the boys of Washington One extended
"Clarence Putney!" answered Hal and Joe in one breath.
Dick, glancing swiftly out of the door, saw a cab that down the street.
"Now, dudey, all ready for a run?" asked Joe, anxiously.
had been standing across the street starting to move away.
There was no response from Putney. All speech had
' "Washington One !" bellowed Young Wide Awake,
"don't let that cab get away until the fellow inside has been scared plumb out of him.
"One, two," counted Joe, "three--go !"
shown himself!"
Thump! Joe's foot landed on Putney with a force th 't
cab,
the
surrounding
With a whoop .the boys darted off,
have jarred his whole slim body.
must
over
clown
it
while the driver reached for his whip to bring
let out a yell and started.
Putney
the horses.
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He bad sense enough left for but one thing-running.
How he did run! He had never made his long legs fly
so before.
Once he was through the gauntlet, from which he received a fearful number of kicks and blows, Putney was
by no means out of trouble.
Most of the fellows followed him, throwing any missile
that came to their hands.
But at last they gave llp the exciting chase in order to
come back to the scene of the main excitement.
"Seither Evans nor Putney could keep away," Dick was
explaining eagerly to the occupants of the Lester caniage.
"Both had to come here to see how I stood my shame.
F'.rst the sight of Rack Evans's face set my remembrance
at Work. Then, when he confessed, I guessed who must be
in t!1e cab across the street."
"The main point is," glowed old John Lester, with honest
enthusiasm, "you're cleared of that miserable charge the
same day it was made against yo11. No court could hold
you now."
"Xo court will want to, in view of what I can testify
to," put in Chief Jason Sharp, quietly.
'l'here was no happier boy in America that night than
Young Wide Awake was.
Beyond a question, there was no sorer dude in the country than was Clarence Putney by the- time he reached home
that night.

"Heard anything about that fellow Putney to-day?"
asked Dick.
"Yes," retorted Lane, with a snap of his jaws. "Halstead, it may surprise you to know it, but Putney's folks
are really decent peqple. Putney's father heard of the
affair-perhaps I may have dropped a hint to the old man
about it. At all events, Putney's father, who owns a couple
of mines out West, ships his son West to-monow to work
as a laborer in one of those mines. The old gentleman
says he's going to see whether it's too late to make something like a man out of that boy. And I believe the old
gentleman intends to make something like a cash payment
to you for the harm his son tried to do you."
"Oh, I don't want Mr. Putney to do that," protested
Dick, coloring.
"Now you let old Mr. Putney have his own way," urged
Lane. "He's a mighty decent old man, and he won't try
to do anything that isn't dead right."
Dick was at school bright and early Monday morning.
It was a clear, cold winter day, and every boy in town
knew that skating was at its best on the Fraser River.
Early as the t ime was, while Dick stood at the gate of
the High School yard, T ed T_.1ester, who was in his fa.st year
at the grammar sch'.ool, came by.
"Here's a note Kit asked me to give you," announced
Ted.
"From your cousin?" asked Dick, his face tingling red
with pleasure and surprise.
"Yep. Don't believe there's any answer to it," replied CHAPTER VIII.
Ted; "leastways, not for me to take."
Dick hastily broke the se&l on the envelope.
A COW ARD AND THE OTHER KIND.
It was the first time he had ever seen Kitty Lester's fine,
pretty handwriting.
The next day-Sunday-such machinery was put in moBut it was not the handwriting but the words that set
tion that the ca8e against Young Wide Awake was promptly Dick Halstead's blood to tingling.
dropp~d at Lincoln.
For the brief note read :
Jeweler Saw burn came over and identified his property.
He had now recovered all his missing jewels, and was "~Iy Dear l\Ir. Halstead :
com~spon din gl y happy.
"Faith and I have received permission to go out on the
Later in the <lay the jeweler and Deputy Chief Lane river skating this afternoon, provided we can obtain the
arriYed at Belmont.
escort of young men who are reliable skaters and good com"This whole mieerable business is over, my lad," was pany.
Lane's greeting when the two visitors arrived at the little
"Should you hear of two young men who answer to that
. Halstead cottage. "The case against you is dropped. It's description, would you mind telling them of the opportunity
a little imuFtrnl, but. Rawburn and I have been before the that is open for them to have their afternoon's sport spoiled
justice with an affidavit from your chief of police. Saw- by having two young ladies on their hands?
burn told the justice he wanted to drop the whole matter.
"l' ou might telephone me if you should find two young
80 the justice agreed to drop the case and to release me men who are gallant enough to allow themselves to be imfrqm your bond. You won't have to go to Lincoln at all posed upon in this fashion. In any event I shall t,rust to
on this matter, and I congratulate you."
. hear from you. Very sincerely,
"And I've got to thank you a wonderful big lot, Mr.
"CATHERINE LESTER."
l ,ane, before I can be anywhere near even for your kindness," quivered Young Wide Awake.
"Huh~" remarked Ted, who couldn't help noting the de"Maclain," uttered the Lincoln Fire Department official, lighted flush on our hero's face.
·•1 wish you could have s~en this lad of yom'<> yesterday.
"Eh?" asked Dick, looking at the boy.
ReallY, Lincoln people giYe him the credit of saving the
"Huh! You seem tickled about something."
city from a fire that came near wiping us out."
"I am, Ted."
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" Huh! That's all I'm got to say aibout getting letters
from girls."
"You don' t get any, eh, Ted ?"
"Huh! I'd like to see any girl who'd dare send me a
note."
"Perhaps you will some day, Ted."
"Huh l Hope not. I hain't got much use for girls,"
admitted Ted.
"That's a queer remark from a fellow who has such a
pretty and delightful cousin as you have," rebuked Young
Wide Awake.
"Huh! If you ever see Kit get mad--"
"Stop that!" warned Dick. " If you don't, I may tell
her what yt>u say?"
"Who cares?" muttered the young reprobate, edging off
a little. "If you do, I may be able to think up something
to tell her about you! "
This was getting to be a bit too much.
Dick made a bolt after the little scapegrace, but Ted kept
·
his distance well.
"Say, Dick," his last shot came, " don't go getting mixed
up with girls. Keep away from 'em, and you'll find you're
a. heap smarter."
Then Ted broke and ran in earnest.
But Dick, looking up at the clock on the school, found
that he had just about enough time to telephone.
This he did, reaching his desk just at the stroke of the
bell.
It was not until recess that he found chance to say to
young Rourke :
"Terry, I've been cheeky enough to in vite l\Iiss Lester
and Miss Vane to go ska ting with us on the river this afternoon."
Terry's face went almost white.
" Come, come, now, ye spalpeen !" he quivered.. "'Tis
good-nathured Oi am, but Oi won't stand too much, aven
from a frind."
" Then you're going to back out, Terry?"
" How can Oi back out av what Oi'm not in ?" demanded
Rourke.
"But surely you're in this, unless you skulk and disgrace
me.'!

Thereupon Dick pulled out the note, which he passed to
~
the astounded Irish boy.
Shure, Oi'm draming !"
"
Terry.
" Pinch me," said
" It's a very real dream, then, Terry."
" But, shure, thim foine girls must be pokin' fun at us,"
remarked Terry, looking almost despondent. "They can't
mane to g? thravelin' aro1md wid us. We haven't got the
shtoyle."
"But you're going, Terry?" asked Dick.
" Going, is it?" repeated Rourke. " Wud Oi go into
Heaven av St. Peter held the door open for me ?"
Perhaps neither fared quite as weµ. at his recitations that
morning.
Certain it is that both fairly raced home, praying that
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no fire alarm would come in to spoil the afternoon's happiness. ·
Both ate in a hurry, then spent much care in attiring
themselves in their Sunday best.
Long before two o'clock the two young firemen met at a
corner on Main Street.
From there they hurried down to the appointed place,
near the great steel drawbridge.
"They're comin'-the darlin's !" exploded Terry, as, up
the street, he caught sight of the Lester carriage.
Kitty and Faith were soon being helped to the ground,
their skate bags being promptly taken chiuge of by their
respective escorts.
" It was so good of y.pu to ask us," murmured Kitty, as
she rested a hand on Dick's arm and started toward the ice.
"So good of-us!" gasped Dick.
"Now, please, Mr. Halstead, don't remind me that the
first hint had to come from us."
"But we wouldn't have dared--" suggested Dick, candidly.
"Do you think you'll grow in courage some day ?" asked
Miss Kitty.
Her tone, as well as the question, set Young Wide
Awake's blood to dancing through bis veins.
They found a seat outside a boathouse just at the edge
·
of the ice.
Dick Halstead's heart was beating strangely as he went
down on his knees and Kitty thrust out one perfectly
booted little foot.
Terry, too, was having his own troubles with his pulse,
as one of Faith Vane's tiny boots rested across his own devotPd ·knee.
At last they were steel-shod and ready.
" Pardon us just one moment, will you, young ladies?"
begged Dick, as he rose. "Terry and I want to try the ice,
and also· to make sure of ourselves on our own skates. It's
·
for your own F:afety and comforl, you know."
Hearts bounding, the two young gallants sl{immed away
over the ice.
They were out of sight around the corner of the boathouse when Fred Parsons came scrambling down to the ice,
a skate-bag swinging from one hand.
" Really, I am lucky, girls," decl~red Fred, his face glowing with pleasure. "I saw your carriage going down the
street, and--"
" We shall se.e you on the ice this afternoon, then, shall
we(" asked Miss Kitty.
" See me on the ice? Why--" ·
Fred came to an amazed, puzzled stop.
Faith got up and skimmed a short distance over the ice.
" What do you mean, Kit?" breathed Parsons.
" You look as if you were going skating, Fred. "
" Why, of course I am, Kit, when you are."
" We have escorts this afternoon," said Kitty very quietly.
"Escorts--"
Fred looked at her sharply, turning a little pale.
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"Yes. Mr. Halstead and Mr. Rourke have been kind
enough to invite us .out on the ice this afternoon."
" Dick Halstead and that-that-Irish boy?"
"Yes; they have gone off to try their skates. I think I
hear them coming now."
"Kit," said Parsons, desperately, as he clutched at her
coat sleeve, "is Halstead going to supplant me?"
"Supplant you?" cried Miss Kitty, tossing her head, a.s
she rose. 'i'You are speaking strangely. I have a right to
accept any escort that I please."
"But is he going to be your escort after this, Kit?"
"That's rather more, I think, than l\fr. Halstead himself
would dare to ask me," retorted }\[iss, Kitty, gliding away.
"Kitty," cried the disappointed young fellow, gliding
after her, "are you cutting me out after this?"
"W-hat nonsense!" uttered Miss Kitty, taJ<ing a £aster
stroke. "I am always glad to see you, Freel, except when
I have a .Previous engagement. You'll pardon me now,
won't you, for here comes my escnrt ?"
Fred, without replying, and forgetting to lift his hat,
made a swift dash away.
·
"That confounded puppy, Halstead, is getting in my way
everywhere," scowled Fred. "I half believe he sent Joe
Darrell out to staxt that trouble with Putney, which has
ended in making people sneer at m~ just because I was
supposed to be Putney's friend."
Young Wide Awake, on approaching, had seen Parsmis
near Kitty, and had veered off, that he might not interrupt.
But now Kitty glided toward him, and he went to meet
her. They joined hands and skated away.
"You skate beautifully, Miss Lester," Dick said admiringly.
"As well as most of the girls you've skated with?" Kitty
challenged mischievously.
"I don't know that I ever skated with but one girl before."
"Oh!"
"That was•Cousin Maud, when she visited us three years
ago, at Christmas."
Terry, his honest £ace beaming, had gone off on a wide
curve with Faith, who was as fine a skater as Miss Kitty
was.
Dick whirled around, going backward, and looking into
Kitty's bright £ace as he skated backward.
"Do you go backwards?" he asked.
"Any way."
He swung her and gently pushed on her hands, so that
Kitty's own skating was little more effort than a mere
glide.
"Oh, this is delightful!" she cried.
By the time that they had warmed up on the ice Dick
discovered that Miss Kitty was, indeed, an accomplished
skater. He learned, too, that she had learned under the
most accomplished instructors in New York.
"No wonder you can skate," he murmured. "I £eel like
an awh.lvard country boy with you."

"You don't look like one, anyway," replied Miss Kitty}
so sweetly that Dick was wholly at his ease with her.
It was delight:ful to skate with this beautiful girl, holding
her trim little hands in his.
He wished that he had been born iri more fortunate circumstances in life, so that he might have the money that
would be needed to cut a proper figure in the world in which
Miss Lester moved.
Right then and there Dick was seized with a firm, new
detei·mination to make his way forward and upward in the
world and to become rich.
They had skated for an hour, when Kitty discovered that
Faith and Terry were seated on the bench by the boathouse.
"Will ·you glide in and ask Faith i£ she is tired yet?"
requested Kitty.
Lifting his cap, Dick left her, starting at once £or the
shore.
\
Miss Kitty staJ;ted, backward, out toward the middle 0£
the river.
Parsons, coming down the ice, saw her, and saw his opportunity.
He skated toward her, and Kitty, seeing him coming,
looked away and kept on going backward.
"Kitty," he asked, going up close to her, despite her
eff9rts to get away, "are you going to throw me o~er £or
thu t fellow Halstead ?"
"Throw you over?" qnestio·ned Kitty, looking away from
him. "I don't nnrlflrstand, or I don't want to understand,
such an expression."
"See here, Kit, I've been keeping company with you for
a year."
"Have you?" inquired Miss Lester, blandly.
"You--"
"Kitty, skating bach.lvard, did not see where she was
going.
.
Her ulster, almost wide open, spread so as to hide the
clanger from Freel.
Splash ! A shriek ! Kitty Lester had backed int.o an
air-hole and disappeared through the ice.
Parsons, with a cry of fright, veered just in time to
avoid goi.ng in after her.
For one horrified moment he stood still on his skates, at
a distance 0£ twenty feet from the air-hole.
Then, veering about, he skated like mad £or the shore.
"Help!" he shouted hoarsely. "Help! Miss Lester is
chowning under the ice!"
At the first appeal Dick Halstead wheeled about. He
heard and understood. With a mighty burst 0£ speed he
shot across the ice, passing Parson, who was heading toward
the yard of a factory where many men were employed.
Terry, without stopping £or a word to Faith, leaped to
hi~ feet and shot after his chum.
Starting ten seconds after Dick did, Terry was just about
ten seconds behind hi.m at the air-hole.
Like a fl.ash Dick was sitting on the ice, throwing off his
skates.
"You going in?" asked Terry, calmly. "Or me?"
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CHAPTER IX.
PLANNED BY A FIEND.

"I'm going in," Dick replied swi:ftly. "Terry, stick a
stick, a pole, or something down throngh tlic air-hole, so
that when I find Miss Kitty I'll know in which direction to
bring her."
,
"A pole, is it?" uttered Terry, glancing swiftly around.
"Nothing doing! .There's non~ around. I'll keep me legs
through the ice. Look for 'cm when ye're comin' back."
Splash! Dick was through the air-hole, under the water,
and looking frantically around.
_ Terry calmly went through the air-hole, clutching at the
edge of the ice, while he let both his legs hang down.
Faith, skating faster than she.had ever done before, came
flying to the spot.
She came too close, in fact, to please her young admirer.
"Faith, darlin'," beggJd Terry Rourke, "keep back! We
don't want more folks under the ice."·
It was darker down there unJer the ice than Dick Halstead could have believed.
He saw something dark and shadowy and pulled for it
with strong strokes.
As he moved. it vanished. Only a shadow!
Groaning, Dick halted and looked around.
Next he perceived Terry's legs sticking down through
the water. and swam toward them.
From there he took a fresh start in another direction.
A rlozen strong strokes, and he found something floating.
He went closer. It was Kitty, quite unconscious, and
floating with her face upward, touching the ice.
With an inward groan, Dick gripped one hand tightly
in her ulster.
Again he sighted Terry's hanging legs, and started toward them.
As he reached, he gave one of Terry's legs a shove, then
bobbed up with the senseless girl on his left arm.
"Hurroo !" yelled Terry. "No; keep back, Faith,
darlin'."
"Get out cautiously, so as not to break- more ice," directed Dick, gaspingly, while he trod water to keep the
double burden out.
Terry was soon out on the ice, lying on his stomach and
reaching forward.
He seized Kitty by the collar, supporting her with her
face above the water.
"Keep her so," directed Dick, briefly.
Then, at the opposite side of the air-hole, he worked himself carefully out.
Now, throwing himself on his stomach, he worked his
way to Terry's side and took another grip in the _girl's
ulster collar.
Thus they got her out and on to sounder ice.
"Oh, that was splendid!" glowed Faith.
Terry, without looking, called back:

"Faith, r1arlin', do us th' gr-reatest favor. Pick up our
skates fo:r us, will ye?"
Mis~ Vane obeJ.ed whhout question, while Dick and
Terry got on to their feet, supporting Miss Lester between
them.
"To the factory-that's the best place to get help!" directed Dick. ·
. Ile and Terry bore the girl at a trot across the ice, Faith
skating close to them.
Fifteen or twenty men, Parsons with them, now leaped
from the factory yard to the ice.
They brought with them ladders, boards and ropes.
But they halted when they saw that other party coming
toward them.
"Oh, Halstead l Of course he hacl to get in this and
play the star part again-with my girl!" groaned Parsons,
feeling sick inside.
"Some of yon folks run back and telephone for a coupl
of doctors. And fincl th~ Leslcr carriage and sencl the
Llri ver for clry clothing," called. Dick.
He and Terry carried the still unconscious girl into the
engine-room. Some of the men brought a long box and
coats and made up a couch swiftly, on which Kitty was laid.
Faith had already taken off Miss Lester's ulster.
Dick went promptly a.t work on such tricks of restoring
the drowned as he had heard of, Terry helping.
"Here's a doctor!" shouted some one, and at that moment Kitty Lester opened her eyes, smiling at Young Wicle .
Awake.
"Good work, lad," said the doctor, approvingly. "You've
brought her out. There isn't much to do, except to get her
into dry clothing and home."
Blankets being brought, the men and boys present stepped
from the room, leaving Faith to undr~s her friend and roll
her in the blankets.
Thus Kitty Lester was resting comfortably and feeling
bright by the time that her father and mother arrived with
dry clothing.
In the meantime one of the boys employed at the factory
had been dispatched after dry clothing for Terry and Dick.
So our young friends were reclothed ,and comfortable
again by the time that John Lester approached them.
"Boys," he cried huskily, "I don't know what to say, so
I'm not going to say much now. I'll wait until later. But
I shall never feel uneasy about my daughter's safety, Halstead, when vou are with her."
Parsons h~ard, the words going through him like a knifejab.
He hurried from the factory, which was as well for him,
for when Miss Kitty sent for the boys she took Dick's hand
and remarked:
"There wa3 a coward and one of the other kind on hand,
Captain Halstead."
'rerry in the meantime was doing a lot of quiet talking
to Miss Faith in one corner of the engine-room.
""'ell, the carriage is on hand to take you home, child,"
said Kitty's father.
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CHAPTER X.
Clang l clang! The fire alarm was reeling off its call.
sprang
he
as
word,
other
no
and
Dick,
"Duty!" cried
MASCOT TROT MAKES A FI ND.
through the doorway. Terry w~s at his heels.
old
good
saw
they
Street
As the two boys raced up Main
Ted, with a wrench on the hydrant, regulating the water
Washington No. 1 turn the corner two blocks ahead of them
under Hal's orders, saw that Llack-haired stranger
pressure
and head up Main Street.
to our hero.
close
brush
Hal Norton, who was in command, was not sparing the
Ted looked and was thoughtful.
instant
an
For
young firemen.
order from Lieutenant Norton, and
sharp
a
Then came
Dick and Terry were not able to reach the machines until
Ted's mind was carried back wholly to his duties.
they had been halted just around a corner.
Trot, the mascot, which had slept lately at the :fire house
The blaze was already a furious one.
and had been fed by various members of the company, had
It was on the ground floor of a doctor's home.
The doctor, with a bottle of ether in his hand, had gone kept in the background.
Yet that knowing dog was at the fire, as if he felt it his
too close to a flame.
·
to be.
duty
There had been a flash, a quick explosion, and burning
at peoplers legs
sniffing
crowd,
the
of
out
and
in
Moving
ether was scattered all over the place.
short.
stopped
suddenly
Trot
way,
inquiring
an
in
At first unconscious, the doctor, by the time that his
from between
came
growl
a
and
bristled,
hair
spotted
His
senses came back' to him, was just barely able to drag himRack
cliSguised
of
presence
the
detected
nose
his
as
teeth
bis
self out of the blazing room.
Evans.
A gallon bottle of alcohol, cracked by the heat~ had taken
"Gr-r-r-r-r !" he uttered, so savagely that Rack jumped
fire, too, and here was a first-class blaze, fed by the hottest
back several feet and bumped into somebody else.
:fuel. .
In a jiffy Ted abandoned wrench and hydrant.
The house was an old wooden structure.
· "Send somebody else to the hydrant," he demanded of
· "If the fire once gets much gast the back room," uttered
Hal, and dashed up the steps into the hciuse.
· Dick, as he thrust open the street door and looked in, "there
"Where's the captajn ?"he demanded, s~owing up at the
won't be anything left of this place."
door of the blazing back room.
"Shall I turn in another alarm and bring Torrent One
"Here!" answered Young Wide Awake, from near one
' here ?" asked Hal.
of the windows.
"No; there's the hose coupled. Rush it in here, boys !
"Oh, Dick, I saw a fellow in the crowd thrust something
Axemen and pikemen, follow! We've got to fight fire hand into your pocket-I'm sure I did! And Trot's growling
to hand, and ~ever mind burns !"
something awful at the fellow now."
Young Wide Awake himself darted out to get an axe.
"Which pocket ?" demanded our hero, stepping back,
While there he halted to urge those at the engine bars to with a lively recolleotion of the Lincoln affair in his mind.
pump harder.
"That one," nodded Ted, laying a hand on the pocket.
The crowd surged all about the young firemen, for there
Young Wide Awake thrust his hand inside.
were yet no police on hand to establish fire lines.
Then both he and Ted Lester changed color in a twinkOne young fellow, with raven-black hair and a small, ling.
black mustache, brushed close to our hero.
For one brief instant both young fir.emen glared at a
As he did so, this unknown made a swift move of hand stick of explosive in Captain Dick H alstead's hand,
and arm that is well-known among pickpockets.
"Dynamite I" gasped Young Wide Awake, in a voice that
But this stranger took nothing · from Halstead's pocket. could barely be heard.
Instead, he dropped something in, then backed away.
Then he tossed it out into <the yaxd through an open
"Come on, and get busy there, you iixemen !" shouted window.
Dick. "I'll head you into it. Never mind a few burns !"
At the other window of the room Terry and three others
Our hero had sprung at the head of his little squad .
had hoisted a burning lounge.
First the hosemen played a. drenching stream into the
"Out wid it !" ordered Terry, and the lounge went heavseething room.
ing through the window.
Lounge and dynamite struck some feet apart, but from
"Now, axemen and pikemen, come in with me and scatthe burning article of furniture a shower of sparks went
ter some of this blazing wood!" called Dick.
up and settled.
Into their work they sailed.
Some of them touched the dynamite.
Crash; smash l rip l
Boom!
Panels and blazing walls yielded quickly under those
That was the ex,plosion that the folks outside of the
hard blows and shoves. Blazing embers littered the floor
upon.
played
heard.
were
house
·and
hiven's sake!" gasped Terry, falling back, "what
"For
Then those in the crowd outside heard a deafening exwas it?"
plosion from the house 1
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the dog off; he's eating a hole through me," ap·
Awa.ke, quietly, going

-==================~

"Dynamite ," said Young
through his other pockets, while Ted Lester quivered pea,led Rack.
"I guess I can get the dog off," uttered Ted Lester. "But
speechlessly.
I hadn't orter."
"In thot lounge?" demanded Terry, while ireveral of the
"With a little patting and coaxing, Ted managed to
fello\TS ma Lle a break to get out.
the growling, bristling Trot away.
draw
"Come back, you fellows, and get to. work," rang the
marks of Trot's teeth were visible on Rack's neck ;
The
young captai11'.s voice, sharply. "No, Terry, I threw that
all.
was
that
stick out. There isn't any more in my pockets. The dansee your wrists," requested Chief Sharp, and
me
"Let
,
ger's over, fellows!"
the handcuffs were on, and Rack was yA.nked'
!
snap
The explosion even of that unconfined stick had worked click!
a
to his feet, very crestfallen prisoner.
havoc to the ground in the yard.
Sharp turned the fellow over to one of his policemen io
It had scattered ihe lounge in many fragments and had
hold.
shattered window glass.
In the meantime, Young Wide Awake, by bringing hie Had it exploded in Halstead's pocket, the dynamite
crew back to their work after the instant's very natural
would either have killed him outright or wrecked his fine
panic, had succeeded, between the use of axes, pikes and
young body for life.
the stream in the house, in getting the blaze in the doctor's
"Sail into your work lively now," he ordered. "I'll tell
office under control.
you about the thing later. Ted," he whispered, "dash outBut the crowd, which had found far more excitement
side and show that fellow to Hal. If the police are here
than it had looked for, was at fever heat outside.
yet, have the fellow nabbed."
For Ted had told the whole of the story of the stick of
By the time that Ted reached the street there was new
dynamite, and now, with a crowd of several hundred indigexcitement on out there.
nant people, and only three policemen on hand, it looked
Disguised Rack Evans, hearing the explosion, had started
very dangerous for the prisoner.
to walk briskly away.
"Hustle him away to the lock-up," ordered Chief Sharp
Trot objected, with a growl.
to his two policemen. "Friends, let the law take its course.
That made Rack break into a run.
You 11 ll know me, and I tell you that I am determined that,
As one of his feet flew back, Trot buried his teeth in the no mattPr what happens, you shall not take the prisoner
trousers leg by the heel and held on.
away from my officers!"
That threw Evans.
That speech, which carried with it an understood threat
He landed on his face, but rolled over in his effort to get of trouble, quieted the crowd until .Rack's two conductors
up.
had disappeared with him.
As he did so, Trot, quick ns a flash, sprang at the fellow's
But Dick, as he came out, had to make a little speech, in
throat.
which he assured the crowd that, thanks to Ted's disco~ery
Gr-r-:r-r-r ! Trot held on firmly, nor did Evans dare stir. and prompt action, no harm had been done by the dynaThis lively scene drew most of the crowd away from the mite.
fire on the run.
"And our thanks are also due to this four-footed friend
Evans.
Rack
rd
yell
l"
off
dog
this
of Washington One," added Young Wide Awake, with a
"Somebody get
nimbly.
there
over
J
pe
step
smile, as Trot ca.me forward and thrust his cold nose into
Chief Jason Sharp
bemustache
black
little
Rack's
spot,
Halstead's hand.
As he reached the
came loosened and lay cross11·ise over his mouth.
w~fy friend," observed Chi ef Sharp, grimly, "your musCHAPTE R XI.
tache doesn't seem to be a good fit."
"Get that dog off of me!" squirmed Rack.
AT BAY!
"I guess I can get the dog off, chief," broke in Ted, excitedly. "But I reckon you want nippers to put on this
Supper over, Di~k, left by himself for a moment, while
fellow. He put dynamite in Captain Halstead's pocket.
his mother went upstairs, pulled out a note and looked it
That:s what the dog is mad about."
over, happiness shining in his eyes.
"Dynamit e!" gasped the chief of police.
anThis note, which had come an hour ago, was the second
heard,"
you
"That's what caused the explosion
that clay from Miss Kitty Lester.
received
nounced Ted. "It didn't hurt anybody, though."
yelled
!"
"The kid lies! I didn't do nothing of the soJ.-t
"I am now quite all right again-tha nks wholly to you
Rack. "Take this clog off!"
asked
"Why, my friend, it seems to me that I know your v,,ice," _and your brave fri end," ran the note. "Pa.pa has
command,
would
I
evening.
s
thi
up
said Jason Sharp, queer]~-. ''You 01'e been painting your me to beg you to come
hair, but I reckon you're the same old R:1ck Evans. Rack, if I had that right. At all events, unless you do comeyou and l\Ir. Terry Rourke-th ere will be two very indig·
my boy, I'm mighty glad to see you again !"
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nant young ladies who will demand explanations later, and 'Tis moighty often we're seein' thim, an' the young ladies
who will not be satisfied with easy ones, either. In any don't seem io m0i11d it, ayether. But whafs troublin' me,
case, our carriage will call for yo·ll."
is this just a passin' notion, or will they always be glad to
sec us? J s it politeness, or do ihey really enjoy seein' us?"
11his note had been delivered by the Lester driver.
"There':> only one way we could settle that," laughed
Dick, after only a moment's thought, had sent back a Dick.
110 c accepting the invitation, but begging that no carriage
"How?"
be sent, as he and Terry felt much more at home on their
"By asking (he111."
feet.
"Bedat1, Oi hclaYc Oi'll do it !"
- While Dick sat there, there came a knock at the door,
"Terry, if you do, I'll lhump your head off when we get
and Terry bounded in.
away from. there to-night!"
"Y c're going?" he asked.
They were passing a deep field now.
"'rhat reminds me," laughed Young Wide Awake, "of
Near the road this field was bordered by a row of great
yonr question as to whether a fellow would step into Heaven trees.
if he had the chance."
Unobserved by either of the boys, they had been slyly
"Oi'm exeiled--thot':; what got hak1 av me," complained
trailed from Belmont.
Terry, dropping into a cha.ir.
As soon as the one doing the trailing wa.<; able to guess
"Yon 've got brand-new clothes on, Terry!" accused Dick.
where the two were going, he bounded off down a Slde road
"Shure, Oi ha ye, an' th' hist Sllit Oi ive1• owned. Shure,
and ran until he was able to get close to the road again, and
Oi persuaded me mother .that, av Oi was gain' oi1t into soahead of them.
ciety, I oughter be dressed in a manner becomin' to her
Now this figure crouched behind one of the big trees.
son. So the mother shoved her hand clown in the crockery
"Did you ever look int9 Faith's eyes much?" Terry injar "·here she hoides her eavin's-ancl here Oi am."
'
I
quired.
"That makes me think of my best," smiled Dick. "They
"Meaning Miss Vane's?" asked Dick.
~mt pretty wet this afternoon, and they've been drying since.
"Av
coarse!"
I think I'll find them ready to press now."
/
"I've
tried to two or three times," laughed Young Wide
· He rose and passed into the kitchen, followed by his
Awake,
slyly,
'Hbut I've always found your eyes there ahead
friend .
of
me,
Terry."
Fred Parsons, with his easy life, would have sent the suit
to a tailor. Dick had been brought up to do these things 1 "Quit your foolin', now ! What Oi was gain' t' say is
sturdily for himself. Dick was the one to go in under the thot, ordinarily, Miss Faith's eyes aTe as quiet and gintle
as a dove's. But sometimes, wanst in a whoile, there's a
ice ; Parsons was not.
flash--"
A 11 in good time the pressing was finished, and Young
Just at that instant there was a flash, to a certainty.
\Vide Awake vanished up the stairs to dress in his room.
It came from the side of a tree just ahead of them.
He came down, looking almost dudishly neat. He cerIt was accompanied, too, by a sharp crack and the sing
tainly was at his best.
of
a bullet that flew between' Dick's head an.d Terry's.
"Shure," uttered Terry, "Oi wish Oi had yme looks an'
For
just an instant Dick and Terry both halted, stagstyle along wid me likin' £or talking to the gurrnls."
gered
by
surprise.
"You'd better not repeat that speech to Miss Vane,"
Then
Young
Wide Awake bounded forward, straight for
laughed Dick. "Come on, old fellow."
the
tree,
nor
did
Rourke wait to be called.
For a wonde~, Terry was very silent as they walked up
The
fellow
who had done the shooting, finding the young~fain Street.
He greeted his friends and acquaintances as he met them, sters almost at arm's length, turned and bolted across the
.field.
bnt beyond that the Irish lac1 had mighty little to say.
It 1vns only when the two friends reached the lonelier
"After him!" roared Dick.
stretch of the road beyond Belmont that Rourke mnburThe two young fire)11en sprinted hard.
"You might a:; well stop!" sang out Dick. "We're overtlenecl himself.
taking you, and we mean to catch you if 1re have to chase
"Dick," he began, "Oi'm a wondhering."
you all the way to China!"
"iniat about, Terry?"
The .fugitive kept on running, though the distance be'' \Yill it lasht ?"
t.ween
pursuers and their game was lessening.
"vYill what lasht ?"
"Our seein' the blessed gurruls ?"
"Blazes ! " ejaculated Dick.
"Why, "·e can't stay there forever,), laughed Dick. "We
"What's wrong?" queried sprinting Terry.
mnst t11ke our learn decently early.''
"I know the fellow! I recognize him."
"Tain"t thot, an' ye know it,'' retorted Terry, impa"\Ybo is it, thin?"
tienj] ·. "B11t thi:; is (h" sicornl toi1ne \re're goin' to the
"Tt'K Sliney Gamp, Rack Evans's pal."
house, au· to-day we had the youug ladies out on the ice.
"The murtherin' scoundrel !"
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"Sliney, you might as well stop and give up," roared
Dick. "You can't hope to get away."
Looking over his shoulder, Gamp saw thiR statement to
be true.
Then, quick as a flash, the tough halted.
He wheeled about, crouching low, holding his revolver
straight out before him.
"Think you've got me, do you?" he leered. "Come and
get me I I've got five bullets left for you!"

CHAPTE.R. XII.
CONCLUSION.

Dick halted swiftly.
So did Rourke.
"Spread out I Get away from me, Terry," ordered our
hero.
This injunction Terry obeyed to the extent of making
a wide berth around Gamp, on the jump, and getting behind the fellow.
Sliney snarled, wheeling so he could present a side to
either one.
"Don't try to get any closer,'.' he ordered in an ugly
voice. "I've got a killing temper on to-night."
":Maybe we have, too," uttered Dick, very quietly.
"Get out of here, both of you, or I'll shoot one and then
the other."
"If you try it, one of us will be jumping on you while
you're blazing at the other," promised Dick. "Then you'd
be captured, anyway, and your clock would be run down,
Sliney."
1 Ere the words were out of our hero's mouth Terry leaped
and bore Sliney down to the ground.
Bang!
The revolver was discharged, but its bullet went harmlessly into the frozen dirt.
Terry was pummeling the fellow for all he 'i1'as worth.
Yomig Wide Awake, too, leaped forward, striking repeatecU.v. ·
Sliney, crying for mercy, let the revolver slip from his
fingers.
Dick leaped to his feet, "breaking" the weap~n and dropping the cartridges into his hand, thence to one of his
pockets.
"Now stop and let him up," directed our hero. "Gan;ip,'
if you afo't as meek as a lamb and as obedient as a dog
we'll hammer you quiet the next time we tackle you!"
Sliney got on his feet, a limp, miserable, spiritless object.
"Terry, walk beside him, holding on to his arm," directrd
our hero. "I'll keep behind him. Gamp, don't try to make
any breaks, unleRs you want to be hammered into a cripple!
Our patience is out with your kind of folks."
They marched Sliney back to the nearest house that haµ
a telephone.
From there they telephoned for Chief Sharp, and waited
until that official came out in a wagon.
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Sliney was thereupon promptly handcuffed and tied down
to the seat.
"You boys going to crowd in and go back with me?" inquired Jason Sharp.
"Not unless me have to, chief," responded Young Wide
Awake. "We-we've got an appointment for this evening."
"A ver-ry impor-rtant wan," chimed in Terry Rourke.
"Oh, you needn't come, then," laughed Jason Sharp,
chuckling quietly, as if he guessed in what direction the
appointment lay.
As soon as Sharp had driven away, Rourke begged anxiously:
"Look me over, Dick-look me well over. For the love
av hiven, tell me, did Oi get a speck av dir-rt annywhere
in that scrimmage ?"
The two young firemen fell to brushing each other off
and making their toilets in the street as well as they could.
Then they turned their faces resolutely westward again.
A servant admitted fhem at the Lester door, and was
taking their hats and coats when Kitty and Faith came into
the hallway, looking prettier than ever.
"We feared you had forgotten," cried Kitty.
"Or backed out," added Faith.
"'Ve had a bit of business to attend to on the w_ay," re1
plied Dick, with rather a grim smile. "Perhaps we'll tell
you about it later. When we do, you may find it in your
hearts to forgive us." ·
The girls led theni into a drawing-room, where five older
people were assembled.
Four of them were the Lesters and the Vanes, but the
fifth, a stoop-shouldered, elderly man, was presented as Mr.
Putney.
"Now, will you young ladies leave us for a moment?'
asked John Lester, with a smile in his eyes.
Quite . obedietitly Kitty and Faith turned and filed out,
closing the door after them.
"Now, then," began Mr. Lester, "I told you to-day, Halstead, that I couldn't think, then, what to say by way of
thanks."
"I hope ~rou're not going to try now, sir," interjected
Young Wide Awake. "We'd much rather let such a simple
thing be forgotten."
"Thai we would," Terry agreed solemnly.
"But I can't let it be forgotten," cried Mr. Lester. "Now,
hear me through. After to-day's exploit I recognize, more
and more, the great debt I'm under to yon.
"Mr. Putney here, who is the father of Clarence, feelsand I agree with him-that he owes you a great deal of
repayment on account of the injury that young man did
io you.
"So we've both determined, Halstead, to do our plain
duiy. That duty lies to Rourke as well as to yourself. Fortunately, we both have·the means to do what is right.
Young Wide Awake glanced quickly at his friend's face.
Then. our hero spoke.
"Mr. Lester and l\1r. Putney, we both think we realize
your kindness and generosity."
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"It's nothing of the sort," cried Mr. Lester, warmly.
"We thank you both," Young Wide Awake went on, "but
we don't feel that you owe us any debt of any kind."
"You two have your way to make in the world."
"We have, Mr. Lester, and I believe we'll both get a good
deal further if we travel on our own efforts, with no one
to boost us. You will never know how grateful we both are
to you at this minute, Mr. Lester and Mr. Putney, but we
both decline, with our greatest thanks, your wonderfully
kind offer."
"Well, for independence, you boys get me," murmured
John Lester, sinking into a chair. "But can't we leave it
this way, young gentlemen-that we'll drop the subject now
and take it up at some other time?"
"It'll hurt the feelings of two of your friends," retorted
Halstead, smiling, "if you ever try to take the matter up
again."
"Give it up John. You can do nothing with them,"
broke in Mr. {r ane. "On the whole, I think I'm pleased
with the boys for the independent stand that they've taken."
Shaking his head and sighing, John Lester rose and went
to call the girls back.
Then followed a general conversation, in the course of
which Dick and 'rerry gave a brief account of their meeting
·with Sliney Gamp, and of the latter's efforts to avenge the
taking of Rack- Evans.
.
"I am afraid you young people are going to find it dull
if we old folks keep you here much longer," smiled Mr.
Lester, at last. "Kitty, suppose you ask your friepds if
they would like to go into the music-room?"
To that room the young folks promptly adjourned.
Faith, after a few minutes, drifted to the piano to play,
while Terry, who had a quick eye and ear for music, stood
be~ide her to turn over the pages. ·
Kitty sank back upon a divan, Dick sitting on a chair
beside her.
"Are you comfortable, Mr. Halstead?" asked Miss Lester, looking up with a smile.
"Comfortable?" echoed Dick, in a low voice. "I was
just thinking that I am ~thousand times more than that."
"But you don't look comfortable on that straight, stiffbacked chair. There's room here, if you would prefer it."
She moved over on the divan, tucking her skirts beside
her to make more room.
What could Halstead do, then?
Just what he did do !
"I have heard of your talk with my father," Kitty murmured in a low voice.
"Onr talk to-night, you mean?" Dick asked, flushing uncomfortably.
"Yes."
There was silence then until our hero murmured:
"It was very kind and generous of him and Mr. Putney."
"It wasn't intended to be,'' Kftty replied gently. "At
least, not that alone. It was meant as an offer of simple
justice."

•

"You weren't displeased at our reply, were you?" he
asked softly.
"Displeased?" replied the girl, looking down. "No. I
\ras proud of you!"
"Wlten you say that, Miss Kitty, I wouldn't swap places
with any king or fina.Ilcier on earth!"
"Don't laugh at me," she pleaded. "I meant it."
"I'm not laughing at you, and I meant it, too," Halstead
assured her.
He glanced over at Terry, whose head was very elose to
Faith's as the lad bent forward to read the words of a new
song.
"It seems nice for us to be here," Kitty observed.
"Nice?" echoed Dick, with a simplicity that was better
than flattery. "It's heaven!"
Miss Kitty flushed a little now, but she replied quickly:
"I mean, when you're here, with the light and music and
comfort, you're safe. You've been in so many awful dangers that I shudder when I hear a fire alarm ring."
"Do you?"
Then there was more silence.
It came time to go at last, and the boys reluctantly realized it.
"After this," invited. Miss Lester, frankly, "you two
oung men won't make your calls mere, occasional duty
calls, will you ?"
"After this?"
Those two words rang in both of the boys' minds as they
made their way rather silently homeward.
Sliney Gamp and Rack Evans both got their just deserts
behind the bars.
As Clarence Putney, who was out West working as a daylaborer in one of his father's mines, naturally did not claim
the money that Dick held, Washington One had its new
banner, while Mr. Bill Stikes had the time of his life.
The Belmont fire boys, with their recent splendid exploits, were now on the high pinnacle of local fame.

) 1

THE END.
The next alarm called forth the Belmont boys to greater,
braver, more thrilling fire deeds than ever l WashingtOIIl
No. l's crew proved, las"tingly, the fact that boys often make
the best possible firemen. Read all about their stirring new
deeds, and the humor, adventure, romance, and the laughter, sunshine and manliness that ca.me into their lives, in.
Robert Lennox's magnificent new story, "YOUNG WIDE
AW AKE'S LIFE LINE; OR, THE NARROWEST ESCAPE ON RECORD," tvhich will be published complete
in No. 43 of "The Wide Awake Weekly." Out next week!
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
are always in print. If you canno.t obtain them from a.ny
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
.SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
you order by return mail.
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388 Th~iflf:gii'.s and "Old Man Money" ; or, Hustling for Wall litreet
389 The Braoys and the Green Lady; or, The Mystery of the Milahouse.
390 The Bradys' stock Yards Mystery; or, A Queer ca e from Chl8

F. F. v.
845 lli'he
Bradys' Chinese Mystery; or, Called by t h e •' K'mg .. o r Mott
Street.
"46 lrhe Bradys and "Brazos Bill"; or, Hot Work on the Texas Bor..
347 ll'h~e~radys and Broker Black; or, Trapping the Tappers of Wall
Street.
•
3 45 'irhe Bradys at Big Boom City; or, out for the Oregon Land
Thieves.
3 49 The Bradys and Corporal Tim; or, The Mystery of the Fort.
350 The Bradys' Banner Raid; or, The White Boys of Whirlwlna
Camp.
351 The Bradys and the Safe Blowers; or, Chasing tile King of tile
Yeggmen.
352 The Bradys
Gold Lake : or, Solving a Klondike Mystery.
358 ll'he Bradys at
d
·
and "Dr. Doo-Da-Da
l''
Fl d
y" ; or, The Man Who was Lost 391 Thca&o.
wor kl ng t or E ar th e l3ra ys an d th e 'F r1sco
' ire
en s ; or,
on Mott Street.
quake Mllllons.
354 'irhe Bradys' Tombstone "Terror",· or, After the Arizona Mine 3
9 2 The Bradys' Hace With Death ; or, Dealings With Dr. Duval.
Wrecker&.
3 9 3 The Bradys and Dr- Sam-Suey-S
oy; or, Ho.t Work on a Chinese
Clew.
355 11.'he Bradys and the Witch Doctor: or, Mysterious Work In N ew 394
The Bradys and "Blackfoot Bill" ; or, The '.rrail of the Tonopall
Orleans.
Terror.
356 ll'he Bradys and Alderman Brown; or, After the Grafters of 395
The Bradys and the " Lamb League"; or, After the Five Fakirs
Greenville.
•
of Wall Street.
157 IDhe Bradys In "Little Pekin" ; or, The Case of the Chinese Gold 396
The Bradys' Black Hand Mystery ; or, Running Down tile Coal
King.
Mine Go.nir.
358 ll'he Bradys and the Boston Special ; or, The Man Who was Miss- 397
The Bradys and the "King of Clubs" ; or, The Clew Found on the
Ing from Wall Street.
·
Corner.
359 The Bradys and the Death Club ; or, The Secret Band of Seven. 398
The Bradys and the Chinese Banker; or, Fighting tor Dupont
860 The Bradys' Chinese Raid; or, After the Man-Hunte rs of MonStreet Diamonds.
tana.
361 The Bradys and the Bankers' League; or, Dark Doings In Wall S99 The Bradys and the Bond Forgers; or, A Dark Wall Street Mystery.
'l.'he Bradys' Mexican 'l.'rail; or, Chasing the "King of the Mesa." .
400
Street.
4 Ol 'J'he Bradys and the Demon Doctor; or, The House of Many Mysteries. ·
362 The Bradr,s' Call to Goldfields ; or, Downing the "Knights of 402
'l.'he Bradys a 11d "Joss House Jim"; or, Tra iling a Chinese
Nevada. '
Ga ng
·
40 3 The Bradys and the Girl in 13Iue; or, After the Maiden Lane0Qium
363 The Bradys and the Pit of Death ; or, Trapped by a Flend.
Diamonds.
4
o
4
364 !l'he Bradys and the Boston Broker; or, Tile Man Who Woke up t05 The Bradys Au ong the "Hili'Hillie s"; or, A Case 1<'1om Old Kentucky.
The Bra dys und the Gold Miners; or, \\' orki 11g a Wild West Trail.
Wall Street.
406 The Bradys' l\iysterious Shadow; or, the Secret of the Old
365 The Bradys Sent to Slng Slng; or, After the Prison Plotters.
Stone
407
'l'he
Brndys a11d "Mustang Joe"; or, The Hustlers or RattlesnakeVault.
366 The Bradys and the Grain Crooks; or, After the "Klng of Corn." 408
Run.
The Bradys' Snapshot Clew: or, '!'raced by the Camcrn.
367 The Bradys' Ten Trails: or, After the Colorado Cattle Thieves.
409 Tho Bradys aud Lhe-Hip Sing Tong; or, Hot Work on a Highbinder
368 The Bradys in a Madhouse : or, The Mystery of Dr. Darke.
Case.
,
369 The Bradys and the Chinese "Come-Ons "; or, Dark Doings In
410 Th\l Rradvs and "Mr. Mormon"; or, Secret 'York in Salt Lake Citv.
Doyers Street.
4
J
1
'!'he
Bradys
and
the
Cellar
of
Death;
or, 1< el'l'etingout the Boston Crooks.
370 The Bradys and the Insurance Crooks; or, Trapping A Wall Street 4
12 The Brn dys' L nke Front Mystery: or, A Queer Case from Chicago.
Gang.
413
The
Bradys
and
the
Dumb
Millionare;
or, The Latest Wall Street
371 The Bradys and the Seven Students ; or, The Mystery of a Medical
Lamb.
College.
372 The Bradys and Governor Gum ; or, Hunting the King of the U4 The Bradys' Gold Field Game; or, Rounding up the Nevada Mine
Brokers.
Hlghblnder! \.
415 The Hrad)'B and Dr. Hop Low; or, Th e Deepest Mott Street Mystel'y.
373 The Bradys and the Mine Fakirs; or, Dolng a Turn In Tombstone. U6
Th e Bradys and the Beaumout Oil Klug; or, 'lhree "Bad" Men fL'OID
3 7 4 The Bradys in Cauada; or, Huntinj!' a Wall Street "Wonder."
Texas.
375 The Bradys and the Highbinder s League ; or, The Plot to Burn 417
The Bradys and the Prince of Persia; or, After the Tuxedo Crooks.
Chinatown .
418
The
Bradys and Captain Darke: or, The JII:rstery of the China Li n~r..
376 The Bradys' Lost Claim; or, The Mystery of Kill Buck Canyon. 419
The Bradys and the Canton Prince; or, Working for
377 The Bradys and the Broker's Double ; or, Trapping
the UNneze
a Wall Street
Minister.
·
Trickster.
378 II'he Bradys at Hudson' s Bay; or, The Search tor a Lost Explorer. 420 The Bradys and "Diamond Don"; or, The Gem Smuicglers of the "l".1·c·
tic."
379 ll'he Bradys and the Kansas "Come-Ons "; or, Hot Work on a
Green Goods Ca•e.
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.
N?. 72. BOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em·
MESMERISM.
bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card trickti, with ·nNo. 81. HOW TO l\IESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap· lllBtrations.
By A. Anderson.
proved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.di seases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo Oontainin~
decep t ive Oard Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch: A. Q, S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apNo. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
p roved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining_ phrenology, card tricks, contai,ning full instruction oµ all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
oui: lea?mg magicians ; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
as it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No . 22. HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in- explamed bJ'. bis former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding the science of hypnot ism. Also the secret dialogues werf;! carried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods whi ch are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOl\lE A l\IAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
.
assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete grandest
Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
public.
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Containing over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, oneNo.
hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descl'iptions of game and fish.
·
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully ByNo.
69. HOW '1'0 DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustrated. Every boy should kn ow 'how to row and sail a boat. ~fty
Also oontainmagicians.
by
used
tricks
best
and
of the latest
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- mg the
secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
HOW '.1'0 l\IA;KE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No .. 70. for
makmg l\lagic 'l'oys B,nd devices of many kinds. By
A complete treatise on the horse. [)escribing the most useful horses directions
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for
No. 73. HOW TO DO 'l'IHCKS WITH NUMBERS.-Sbowing
diseases pecaliar to the horse.
curious tric~s with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
boo'k for boys, con ta ining full directions for constructing canoes
.No. 7.5. H°'Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popula r manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated. tr1.cks
v:itl?- Domm?s, Dice, Cups an.:! Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrat10ns. By A. Anderson.
78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
No.
TELLING.
FORTUNE
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descript ion of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Containing the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true mean· together with many wonderful experiments. By A. .Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, lllustrated.
and curiou1t games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW '1'0 EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. 'l'his li ttle book sboul~ )'now bow inventions originated. This book explains them
gives the explanation to all kinds of. dreams, together with lucky all, givi~g examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive boo~ published.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
knowing what bis future life will bring forth, whether happiness or instructions how to proceed in order to become a locomotive en·
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full description of everything an engineer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW '1'0 MAKE MUSmAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO '!'ELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions 'how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, A!lolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortun es by the aid of lines of the band, ph..ne and other musical instruments; together with a brief de·
or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events ~cription of nearly evecy musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW TO BECO:iIE AN ATHLETE.-Giving full ininvention.
struction for the use o( dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a ·description .of the lantern, togeother with its histocy and
full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
Also
horizontal bars and various ' other m'Hhods of developing a good,
healthy musele; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
beco me strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty ¥echanical Tricks.
in this little book.
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
By
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the did'er·
LETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOYE-LETTERS.-A moi1t com·
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
with out an instructor.
when to use them, ~iving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contain!ng full and
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and ath letic exercises. complete
instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
l!Jml:imcing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald.
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
A handy arid nsPful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRI'l'El LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 3 1. TJOW 'l'O FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
fen cing nnd Ille use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. also
giving sample letters for instruction.
Descri brd \r ·1h tw enty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
No. 53. HOW, TO WRITE LE'f'TERS.-A wonderful little
positions i:l f e ~.ici ng. A complete book.
1'ook. telling you bow to write to your sweetheart, your father,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WITH CARDS.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing hody you wish to write to. Flvery young man and every young
explanations of rbe general principles of sleig11t-of-hand applicable lady in the land should havP this book.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LE'I'TERS CORRECTLY.--Conto card tricks; of mrd tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
1leight-of-hand ; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and compositi6n, with specimen letters.
llPfJCially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.

--===-=========
=============;=
=========================
THE STAGE.
.
No. 41. THE BOYS Oll' NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of t!ie latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this \VOnderful little book, '
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER Contai?ing a varied "sso,rt~ent of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Insb. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing fo,: home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKE B<?OK.;--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould oh tam this ~ook, as it contains full instructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. l\IULDOON 'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor It
contai11s a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc:, of
Terrence l\fuldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No.. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing com·
plete mstruot10ns how to make ·u p for various characters on the
stage; together wi th the duties of the Stage l\Ianager , Prompter
8ce~ic Artist.and Property l\fan. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
No. 80. GUS WII,LIAJ\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and fi:nmy stories of this world-renown ed and
ever popular Uei:man comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

HOUSEKEEPING.

No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing
full instructions fo1· constructing a window garden either in -town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. ' It contains recipes for cooking meats
fish, game, and OY~ters; all!IO pies, pqqqings, c11kes and all kinds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-lt contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments
brackets, cements, .Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'
~LECTRICAL.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fourteen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a_IJ the popu'Jar . ~nthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the m<>llt
simple and conc1s3 manner possible.
No. 49..HOW TO D1'JBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for debate!!!, quest ions fo1· di scussion and the ben
sources for procuring information on the questions g'iven.

SOCIETY.

, No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation art
fulJy expl~i1!ed by this little book. B esides the various methods of
ha.r::.dkerch1ef,_ fan , glove. parasol, window and bat flirtation, it con•
~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ia
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
No. 4. H0W TO ,DANCE is the title of a new and ha11dsome
little book just issued by l!'rank 'l'ousey. It con tains full instructi ons in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ba ll -room and at partie1
how to drrss, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. l?· HOW TQ MA~<:~ LOVE.-A C?mplcte guide to love,
courlEh1p and marnage, g1vmg sens ible advice, rul es and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
erally known.
No. 17. f!:OW •.ro DRESS.-Contaiuing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
sele<'tions of colors, material. and how to have them mode up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOl\IE BEAUTIF UL.-One of the
b,rightest and. most valuable lit.tie books ever given to the world.
E verybody wishes to know how to become beautiful , both male and
fe ma le. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
containing full instructions for the management and training of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
trated. By Ira Drofraw .
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Inclnding hints
on how to cakh moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANil\IALS.-A
valuable book, giving instru ctions ii\ collecting, preparing, mountin&
and preserving hirrl s, an imals and insects.
No.. 54. HO~ TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-;-:Giving com·
plete mformation a s to the manner and method of ra1 smg, keeping
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also givfog fuli
instructions for ma king cages, etc. Fully explained by twentv-eight
illustra tions, making it the most complete book of the kin'd ever
published.

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism·
together with fulJ instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ii~
lustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con·
taining full <lireotions for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS . .
large colJection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BIW Oi\IE A S CIENTIST.-A useful and in·
•together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, givi9g a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
·TAINMENT.
periments in acoustics, mecha n ics, ma ihematics, chemi stry, and di·
ENTER
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi1
No. 9. HOW TO BFJCOME A VEN'.rRILOQUIST.-By Harrv book cannot be equ a led.
Kennedy. The secret itiven away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
No. 14. HOW '.rO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candl, ice-crearr.!_,,_ syrup?. essences. etcu etc.
tudes every night witq his wonqerful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW •.ro B.i!.iCOl\IE AN AU'l.'.qOR.-Uonla ining full
art, and create any 111nount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information r egarding choice of su bjects, the use of words a nd the
greatest book ner published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
mann er of prepa r ing an d s ubmi tting m11nu script. Also containing
No. 20. HO'Y TO ElN'i;'ERTAI~ AN EVENING PARTY.-:--A val1;1 f\b le informa t io? as to th ~ n eat n e~s . legibili ty an d general c;omvery valuable httle book Just published. A complete compendmm positi on of ma nuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable -.Hiland.
' .
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOl\lE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
money than any boo\;: puhlished.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HO'V TO PLAY GAl\fES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary di seases and ailments common to every
book, containhu~ the rules and r~ gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
backgammon, croquet. domin oes, etc.
pla ints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONU NDRUl\IS.-Oontaining all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT $TAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valua ble information r ega rding t}1e collecting and arra nging
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY (1.ARDS.-A co\Dplete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
\.book, giving the rules and ~ - 'i_rections for playing Euchre, Crib· the world-known detective. In wh ich he lays down so me valuable
bage. Casino, Forti· Five, R~ ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure•
.Auction Pitch, All J:1 ours, and mli.ny other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known det ectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information r egarding th e Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographi c l\Jagic Lantern Slides and other
ETIQUETTE.
Il'i~~iarencies. Handsomely illustrated. By CaptaiQ w. De
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT i\IILITARY
ls a great life secret , and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Con taining fulJ explanations how to g:i in adm ittance,
all about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Offi cers, Post
No. 33. HOW TO BERA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police R egnlations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approvE!d methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Sena rens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to B ecome a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
.
.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
structions of how to gain admission to the Ann apo lis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction . description
No. 27. HOW TO RFJOITE AND BOOK OF REOITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, histori•~al sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most populan selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to beC'ome an officer in the United States Navy. Co•
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writtC'n by I,u SE>narens, author of "How to Become~
with many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet. "

w.

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY2 Publisher. 24 Union Square, New
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SELF-MADE MAN

By A

Handsome Colored Covers

•• ••

32 Pages of Reading Matter

Price 5 -cents a copy

A new one issued every Friday

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
• contains a good moral tone which makes " Fame and Fortune Weekly" a magazine for the home, although each number
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artist!!, and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
37 Beating the Brokers: or, The Boy Who "Couldn't be Done."
38 A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 :-<ever Say Die ; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man; or, Winning H is Way to the Top.
41 Boss of the Market ; or, The-Greatest Boy In Wall Street.
42 The Chance of His Life ; or, The Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
43 Striving for Fortune ; or, From Bell-Boy to Millionaire.
44 Out tor Business ; or, The Smartest Boy In Town.
45 A Favorite of Fortune; or, Striking It Rieb In Wall BtDeet.
46 Through Thick and Thin; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy,
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working His Way Up.
48 .always on Deck; or, The Boy Who Made His Mark.
49 A Mint of Money ; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of Fame ; or.z. From Office Boy to Senator.
5). On the Square; or, The ::success of an Honest Boy.
52 After a Fortune ; or, The Pluckiest Boy In the West.
53 Winning the Dollars ; or, The Young Wonder of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy Who Became President.
55 Heir to a Million ; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost in the Andes; or, The Treasure of the Burled City.
57 On His Mettle ; or, A Plucky Boy In Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fortune on the Wing.
59 The Road to Success; or, The Career of a Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointers ; or, The Luckiest . Boy In Wall Street.
61 Rising In the World; or, F rom Factor y Boy to Manager.
62 From Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor Boy' s Chance.
63 Out for Himself; or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
64 Diamond Cut Diamond; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
65 A Start In Life; or, A Bright Boy's Ambition,
66 Out tor" Million; or, The Young Midas of Wall Str11et.
\
67 Every Inch a Boy; or Doinit Hie Level Best.
68 Money to Burn: or, The Shrewdest Boy in Walt Street.
69 An Eye to Business; or, The Boy whO wa• Not Asleep.
7 O Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambition• Boy In Wall Street.
7 1 On to Success; or, The Boy who Got Ahead.
72 A Bid for a Fortune; or, A Country Boy in Wall Street.

1 A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
3 A Corner In Corn; or, How a Chi cago Boy Did the Trick.
4 A Game of Chan ce; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
·
5 Hard to Beat ; or, The Cleverest Boy In Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad ; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way ; or, The Youngest Editor in Green River. ·
8 The Wheel of l<' ortune ; or, The Record of a Self-Made Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck ; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street .
10 A Copper Harvest ; or, The Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny ; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
12 A Diamond In the Rough ; or, A Brave Boy' s Start In Life.
13 Baiting the Bears ; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick ; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
15 A Strea.k of Luck ; or, The Boy Who F eathered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing ; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
17 ~Ing of the Market ; or, The Young Trader In Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy In a Thousand.
19 A Rise In Lite ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money ; or, A Bright Boy In Wall Street.
21 All to the Good ; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 Bow He Got There ; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Got Rieb .
24 Pushing It Through; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator ; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 '.1.'he Way to Success;· or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil ; or. 'l'be Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 ·A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
·
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
81 A ))lad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
ortune.
F
to
82 Adrift on the World; or, Working Bis Way
83 Pla1lng to Win ; or, The Foxiest Boy In Wall Street.
34 Tatters: or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy In the World.
86 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.

For aale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, in money or postage stampe, by

24 VD.it.on Square, New York.

PBA.NX TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of our libraries, and can~ot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and 1111
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by rePOSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN 'J'HE SAME AS MONEY •
turn mail.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
• • • • e e e e •
DEAR Sm_:_ Enclosed find ...... cents for whieh please send me:
.... copies of FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ...............••.••.••.•. ..••••. ,.• -••.••..•• , •••
" " WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos ............................ ..•.•..•........•....•••• •••
AND WIN, Nos ...............•.......... ..................... , ..•....••...•••..
" "" WORK
WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .......................... ....................• , • .•••..•.••.
"
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos...............•.•.•.••.... •••....•.•••.•••••.•••••••••• ••••••••••
Nos..............•........... ...............••........•••. ••••••••••••
" " SECRET SERVICE,
" H THE LIBERTY '.BOYS OF '76, NOS ......... ·........................... .....••......••• < •••
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos . ._...... ........•..................• .•.........••.•.•.••••• , •
"
Name ....... ..... . . ........ . ... Street and No ................... . Town ......... . State ....... . ..... • •.•
I

t

,

t

,WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
STOR Y EVER Y WEE K

COM PLET E

A

..- STORIES OF BOY FIREMEN -..
By ROBERT LENNOX

Handso me Colored Covers
32- Pages of Reading

Price

Splendi d Illustr ations
Issued Every Friday

Cents

!!

- - TAKE NOTI CE! -wi
Beginning wi th No. 41, this weekly will
of ma·g nificent fir e
con tain a new seriesRober
t Lennox, t he
stories, written by
best author of this class of fiction in the
world. They detail th e exciting adventures of a company of gallant young firefighter s, under t he lea dership of a, brave
boy known as Young Wide Awake. Their

daring deeds of h eroism , and t he perils
they over come, are intensely interesting.
These stories ar e not confined entirely to
fire-figh ting, but also contain many interesting incidents, humorous situations and
a little of the love element. There is a
char ming girl in the stories whom you will
all like very much .

·~ ·~

..... Tell All Your Friends About This Fine Series -.....
ALREADY PUBLISHE D :
1 0 We, Us & Co. ; or , Seeing Life w ith a Vaudeville Show. By Ed·
ward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out for an . Officer; or, Corporal Ted in the Philippines. By
Lieut . J. J. Barry.
12 A Fool for Luck; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By Fred Warburton.
1 3 'Ihe Great Gaul "Beat" ; or, Phil Winston's Start in' Reporting.
By A. Howard De Witt.
1 4 Out for Gold; or, 'l'he l:!oy Who Knew the DifiereDGe. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Ki ck. By Frank
Irving.
1 6 Slicker tban Silk; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. Dy Rob Roy.By
17 The Keg of Diamonds; or, After the Treasure of the Caliphs.
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 Won by Bluff; or, Jack Mason's Marble I•'ace. By Frank Irving.A.
20 On the Lobster Shift ; or, The Herald' s Star Reporter . l:!y
Howard De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's Steel ;. or, A Yankee Boy In Corsica. By
Lieut. J . J . Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Bei ng a Boy. By Rob Roy.
.23 In Fool's P aradise; or, The Boy Who Had Things ·Easy. By Freo
Warburton.
1
24 One Boy in a Million; or, 'l'he Tri ck That Paid. By Edward N.
·
Fo>t.
25 In gfl~:r <gw~~~se lf; or, Servin g t he Russian Police. By Prof.
2 6 Kicked into Luck ; or, The Way Nate Got. Th ere. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prince of Opals ; or, The Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A.
·
Howard De Witt.
28 Living in His Hat; ·or, The Wide World His liome. By Edward
N. Fox.
2 9 All for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time in Mexico. By Lieut. J . J .
Barry.

:lO The .Easiest Ever ; or, How Tom Fliied a Muney Barrel. By Capt.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
31 In the ~u i tan ' s Bye; or, Beating the Porte' s Game. By Tom
Dawson.
32 The Crater of Gold; or, Dick Rope's Fi nd in the Philfppines. By
Fred Warburton.
33 At the Top of the Heap; or, Daring to Call His Soul His Own. By
•
Rob Hoy.
34 A J.,emon for His; or, Nat's Corner in Gold B.ricks. By Eldward N.
Fox.
35 By the Mikado's Order·; or, Ted '.l;errili's •Win Out" in Japan. By
Lieut. J . J . Barry.
36 His Name was Dennis; or, The Lu ck of a Green <Irish Boy. Hy
A. H oward De Witt.
3 7 Volunteer Fred ; or, Fcom Fi.reman to Chie_f. By Robe~t Lennox.
Uy
38 Neptune No. 1; or, The Volunteer Fire Boys of BlaGkton.
·
Robert Lennox.
39 Hook, Ladder and Pike; or, The Life- Savers of F1reehold. By
Robert Lennox.
40 Columbia's P et ; or, A Fireman at 17. By Robert Lennox.
y Hobert
41 Young Wide Awake; or, 'l;he Fire Boys o Belmont.
Lennox. ·
42 You~~b~~d'i,~';;~~e's Biggest Blaze; or, Saving a Durning City. E·y

....

,.•
I

in money or ,l!Ostage stamps, by
For sale by a ll newsdealer s, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy,

24 Union Squar e, New York.

FBAN K TOUSE Y, Publis her,

IF YOU WAN T ANY BACK NUM BERS
dfrect.

Cut out and fill
from th is office
of our Libraries and cann ot procure them fr om n ewsdealers, they can be obtained and we will send them to you by rein the fol!.owing Order Blank and send it to us with the price of th e books you want

POS'.l'AG E STAMPS TAKJ<.:N THE SAME AS MONEY.

turn mail.
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FE.ANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
:
me
e~:.:id
please
which
DEAR Sm- Enclosed find ... . .. cents for
..•••••• •
.••.. copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos .... ..... .. ... . .. . ......... ...... ·.•.. ......... . . .........•
.•••••••
.......•••
.
....
.
......
.
..
.
......
....
,
...
.
" WIDE AWAK E WEEKLY, Nos . .......
.• •• . "
.••••••
.......•••
.
...
.........
·
.
.
....
.
..
.
...
.
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ......... .......
,. • • . "
... .
.........
.........
.........
..
....
.
.........
" r:J:HE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, NOS .........
•••• "
..••.••••
.....•....
.
....
.........
.
..
·
...
.
..
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos .......... . . .........
"
. ......... ......... . ... ·. . ......... ..... . .......... .......... .••••
" " SECRET SERVICE, NOS
.. . ... . ... . ........... ....••••• ••
" " F AME AND FORTUN E WEEKLY , Nos . .... .: ..·. :. ..........
......... ......... ......... ••••
.........
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos ......... ........
"
. State. . . . . . . . . ..•.•••.
........•
Town
.......
.
...
Name ......... ......... ........ Street and No.........

